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PREFACE 

Changes in rules from 1968 to 1973 had serious conse

quences in the National Democratic Party, but also affected 

Democrats at state and local levels as well. This study 

examines the events on the national level that led to the 

McGovern-Fraser reforms, the results of the commission's 

work, and the reasons for the ultimate acceptance of their 

recommendations. 

Acceptance on the national level did not imply accep

tance on the state level. Texas Democratic Party leaders 

resisted change. This study also examines the conservative 

background of the Texas party, and opposition to change 

and the intrigues and controversies after 1970 that led 

to the states compliance of the new national guidelines 

in 1972. 

This study concludes with an examination of recent 

trends in rule changes since 1972 and its impact on both 

the National and Texas state party levels. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE REPAIR OF AN UNBROKEN PARTY 

Political parties exist to elect people who are com-

mitted to forwarding a particular political agenda. Politi-

cal parties will sometimes institute reform to broaden 

their base or to meet the threat of voter loss. The Demo-

cratic Party began fundamental changes in its party struc-

ture after the election of 1964, but election results gave 

no cause for concern. President Lyndon B. Johnson captured 

sixty-one per cent of the popular vote, winning forty-four 

of the fifty states. The Democrats won a 295 to 140 majority 

in the House of Representatives and a sixty-eight to thirty-

two majority in the Senate. This represented the largest 

election victory since 1936. 1 

There were political considerations involved in the 

Democrats' decision to implement reforms, but there were 

other contributing factors. The political pragm~tism of 

party leaders clashed with the moral and social values 

of factions within the party. Party leaders tried to 

reconcile the disagreements by implementing reforms to 

justify their policies. 

1congress and the Nation, 1945-1964: A Review of 
Government and Politics in the Postwar Years (Washington, 
D. C.: Congressional Quarterly Service, 1965), 59-60 
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Democratic Party reforms actually began before the 1964 

November elections. 2 On August 22, 1964, the predominately 

black Mississippi Freedom Democrats demanded seats at the 

Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City in place 

of the all-white Mississippi party regulars. The hearing 

lasted for three and one-half hours in a crowded committee 

room. Washington attorney Joseph L. Rauh, a prominent po-

litical activist with the American Civil Liberties Union, 

presented evidence of political discrimination against 

racial minorities in Mississippi. He revealed to the Creden-

tials Committee, and to a nationwide television audience, 

incidents of harassment and violence to discourage the 

exercise of political rights of Blacks in Mississippi. 3 

In response, the Mississippi Regulars categorically 

denied the allegations of the Freedom Democrats. E. K. 

Collins, State Senator from Mississippi and Democratic 

National Committeeman, argued that the Regulars were in 

compliance with state law and party rules, and therefore, 

the only legal delegation. He argued that the Freedom Demo-

crats were Communist supported and that seating them would 

"destroy the Convention system of nominating a President" 

2caroline Arden, Getting the Donkey Out of the Ditch: 
The Democratic Party in Search of Itself (New York: Green
wood Press, 1988), 2. 

3 Robert E. Baker, "Freedom Delegates Open Seating 
Fight," The Washington Post, 23 August 1964,· A1, A24. 
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and lead to the death of the Democratic Party in Missis-

. . 4 S1pp1. 

The Credentials Committee faced a dilemma in resolving 

the Mississippi dispute. President Johnson had recently 

signed the Civil Rights Act into law and an extensive Civil 

Rights plank was written into the party platform, but there 

were no provisions in the existing Democratic Party rules 

to insure that minorities were treated equally in the dele-

gate selection process. The anomaly of a liberal platform 

and a racist delegate selection procedure could be politi-

cally embarrassing in the November election campaigns. The 

delegates could neither deny that the Mississippi Regulars 

held legal right to representation (according to the rules), 

nor that racism should be banished (according to the plat-

form). 

Most delegates realized that the Mississippi Regulars 

had no intention of supporting Johnson in the November 

·elections, while the Freedom Democrats were committed to 

the party's candidates and platform, but also knew that 

other Southern delegations would walk out in protest if 

even one Freedom Democrat was given full-delegate status. 5 

The White House sought to avoid any decision that would 

4Ibid., A24. 

5Robert E. Baker and Chalmers M. Roberts, ''Convention 
Opens; Row is Sidetracked," The Washington Post, 25 August 
1964, A6. 
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result in a politically embarrassing floor fight on national 

t 1 . . 6 e ev1s1on. 

The Credentials Committee eventually offered a compro-

mise that satisfied everyone except the two competing dele-

gations. Two at-large seats were created for the Freedom 

Democrats and Regulars would be seated on the condition 

that they sign a loyalty oath promising to support the 

national ticket. The Mississippi Regulars, however, refused 

to accept the loyalty oaths. Governor Paul Johnson ordered 

the Regular delegation to leave the convention hall in 

protest. To make matters worse, Aaron Henry, Chairman of 

the Freedom delegation, announced that the compromise was 

unacceptable to his delegates. He insisted that all members 

of the Freedom group be seated. Ironically, the resulting 

double walk-out averted the floor fight that President 

Johnson feared. 7 

The entire affair may have been easily forgotten. But 

one principle in the compromise held future implications 

for the Democratic Party. The Credentials Committee also 

offered a guarantee that Party rules would be revised to 

insure more equitable representation of racial minorities 

in future conventions, beginning with the 1968 convention. 8 

In January, 1965, the Democratic National Committee (DNC) 

6Ibid. 

7Robert E. Baker, "Both Sides Reject Seating 
Compromise, But Credentials Floor Fight Is Averted," The 
Washington Post, 26 August 1964, A1, A6. 

8Ibid., A6 
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honored its obligation with the formation of the Special 

Equal Rights Commission. 9 

The commission, chaired by New Jersey Governor Richard 

Hughes, recommended six basic changes to correct racial 

discrimination in Democratic Party affairs. The commission 

recommended all public party meetings be open to all party 

members, ''regardless of race, creed, color, or national 

origin." All meetings should be widely publicized and held 

in convenient locations large enough to accommodate all 

interested persons. The commission also advised state 

parties to publish their rules and procedures for selecting 

party officers and representatives and to provide all 

members an opportunity to participate in the process. These 

recommendations were not binding on the state parties, but 

the National Convention would accept challenges based on 

any violations. While the Commission "did not recommend 

specific actions or rules be adopted," Chairman Hughes 

issued letters to the state party offices emphasizing that 

the anti-discrimination resolution by the 1964 convention 

would be enforced at future national conventions. 10 The 

Special Equal Rights Commission thus made participation 

in Democratic Party affairs more accessible to racial 

9commission on the Democratic Selection of Presidential 
Nominees, The Democratic Choice (Washington, D. C.: Demo
cratic National Committee, 1969) 2nd printing, 39. 

10 rbid. 
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minorities. These recommendations provided the guidelines 

for future reform commissions. 

The Democratic Party's commitment to Civil Rights 

legislation led to the beginnings of party reform, but 

also resulted in a conservative backlash in the 1966 

Congressional elections. The election results demonstrated 

that the Civil Rights issue remained divisive in American 

politics. Staunch segregationists won gubernatorial contests 

in the Democratic Primaries--Lester Maddox in Georgia, Jim 

Johnson in Arkansas, and Lurleen Wallace in Alabama. 11 In 

other areas of the nation, conservative candidates made 

substantial electoral gains. Ronald Reagan won the gover-

nor's office in California over strong liberal opposition. 

The Republicans made impressive gains, capturing eight new 

governorships, three new Senate seats, and forty-seven 

additional seats in the House of Representatives. The 

Republican Party re-established itself as a major political 

force after its disastrous defeat of 1964.
12 

There were factors other than civil rights that con-

tributed to the loss of Democratic support in 1966. Contrary 

to Johnson's campaign promises in 1.964, America's commitment 

in the Vietnam conflict increased dramatically in troops 

11 Lurleen Wallace was the wife of segregationist Governor 
George Wallace, who under Alabama state law, could not 
succeed himself. 

1 2 Congress and the Nation, Volume II, 1965-1968 (1969), 7. 
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and money. The nation experienced high inflation brought 

on by increased war expenditures. The 1966 results also 

demonstrated that the Democrat's impressive victory in 1964 

was more a rejection of Republican Candidate Barry Gold-

water's ultra-conservative platform than an acceptance of 

President Johnson's liberal policies. 

Also disturbing for party leaders was a general weaken-

ing of party loyalty. One scholar observes that, "the issues 

of the 1960s cut across the traditional line of party clea

vages and blurred the distinction between major parties." 13 

Voters were more issue-oriented in the 1960s, but associated 

issues with individual candidates rather than political 

t . 14 par 1.es. 

The Johnson Administration and the Democratic Party 

leadership experienced criticism from both the right and 

the left. On the right, Alabama Governor George Wallace 

emerged as a spokesman for hard-core Southern segregation-

ists opposed to recent Civil Rights legislation. Wallace 

also gained support from blue-collar workers in the Northern 

states, as well as from other middle-class Americans opposed 

to Johnson's War on Poverty programs. The Alabama governor 

13Martin T. Wattenberg, The Decline of American Politi
cal Parties (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), 
51 • 

14
Ibid., 81-82. 
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ultimately sought the Presidency in 1968 on a third-party 

ticket. 15 

On the left, liberals were unhappy with American in-

volvement in the Vietnam War. Johnson had escalated the 

war with increased troop commitments and the bombing of 

North Vietnam. As war expenditures increased, less money 

was available for the poverty programs, which the liberals 

favored. The war protest movement was popular on college 

campuses. The liberal wing of the party, reacting to these 

developments, formed a Dump Johnson Movement. 

Two liberal anti-war activists, Allard K. Lowenstein 

and Curtis Gans, organized the Dump Johnson Movement. 

Lowenstein was a prominent New York City attorney, former 

vice chairman of the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA), 

and a staff member of Dr. Martin Luther King's civil rights 

organization. Gans was a member of the ADA and a former 

t .. t 'th St d t f D t' S . t 16 L t . ac 1v1s w1 u en s or a emocra 1c oc1e y. owens e1n 

first toyed with the idea of forming a third party movement, 

but soon realized that little support existed for such an 

idea. He eventually agreed with Gans that the best chances 

for success lay in challenging Johnson for the nomination 

1 5 Herbert s. Parmet, The Democrats: The Years After FDR 
(New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, Inc., 1976), 258-
64. 

16Dennis Wainstock, The Turning Point: The 1968 United 
States Presidential Campaign (Jefferson, North Carolina: 
McFarland and Company, 1988), 12. 
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within the Democratic Party. They began to search for a 
\ 

candidate to offer the challenge. 

The search for an alternate candidate was not an easy 

task. Johnson was regarded by party regulars as the only 

logical nominee in 1968. Politicians who were sympathetic 

to the movement were reluctant to jeopardize their own 

political careers by an unsuccessful challenge of an incum-

bent President within his own party. Between November, 1966 

and the spring of 1967, efforts to find an alternate candi

date met with no success. 17 Lowenstein and Gans decided on 

another option in the event a candidate could not be found. 

They would campaign for a strongly worded anti-war plank 

in the 1968 Democratic platform, with enough widespread 

support that even President Johnson could not ignore it. 18 

In the meantime, they continued their search for a candi-

date. 

Robert Kennedy was the first choice of the Dump Johnson 

Movement. Kennedy, while sympathetic to the movement's 

ideas, refused to run. He believed that by using the war 

issue, he would be perceived by the voting public as a 

political opportunist. His ongoing personal feud with 

President Johnson was public knowledge, and that fact would 

render his motives for entering the race suspect to many 

17wainstock, 12-15. 

18Ibid., 13. 

9 



party leaders. In a conversation with Lowenstein, Kennedy 

remarked, "I would have a problem if I ran first against 

Johnson •.• People would say that I was splitting the 

party out of ambition and envy 

1 9 of my relationship to Johnson." 

• It can't be me because 

Lowenstein and Gans also approached Senators George 

McGovern of South Dakota and Frank Church of Idaho. Both 

politicians considered the idea, but decided to concentrate 

on their Senate re-election campaigns instead. McGovern 

proposed that a Senator who was not facing re-election might 

be more receptive to challenging Johnson for the nomina-

t . 20 S t E M C th f M' t t k ~on. ena or ugene c ar y o ~nneso a, an ou spo en 

critic of the war, was approached. 

McCarthy considered the offer to run very carefully. An 

unsuccessful campaign in 1968 would not only jeopardize his 

chances for re-election to the Senate in 1970, but could 

also seriously damage the Peace Movement. Other liberal 

politicians might lose elections and a clear victory for 

Johnson might be interpreted as a mandate to continue esca-

lation of the war. Fund raising was also a problem to con-

sider. Potential contributors might be reluctant to invest 

21 
in a campaign that most observers regarded as absurd. 

19Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Robert Kennedy and His 
Times (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978), 825. 

2 0 Ibid. I 1 5. 

21 Arthur Herzog, McCarthy for President (New York: The 
Viking Press, 196.9), 26-29. 

1 0 



One of the reasons that eventually convinced McCarthy 

to run was his commitment to the moral imperative of the 

Peace Movement. He observed growing dissatisfaction of the 

general·public with the increasing American involvement in 

Vietnam. 22 Another important factor was the absence of 

another candidate. Since Robert Kennedy refused, McCarthy 

decided to run in the hopes that his actions might encourage 

other politicians to break with the administration's posi-

tion on the war issue. But the most important consideration 

was the existence of a nation-wide support organization, the 

Conference of Concerned Democrats (CCD), already established 
23. 

by Lowenstein and Gans. 

On November 30, 1967, McCarthy held a press conference 

in the Caucus Room of the Old Senate Building to announce 

his intentions to enter "five or six" presidential primaries 

24 in 1968. He spoke of a moral crisis in America resulting 

from the administration's policy of setting "no limits 

to the price that it is willing to pay for a military 

22McCarty's observations are supported by public 
opinion polls indicating forty-three per cent approval 
of Johnson's handling of the Vietnam war in April, 1967. 
By February, 1968, the approval rating dropped to thirty
five per cent. The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion, 1935-1971. 
Volume Three, 1959-1971 (New York: Random House, 1972), 
2062, 2105. 

23Herzog, 26-29. 

24warren Weaver, Jr., "McCarthy to Fight Johnson 
Policies in 5 or 6 Primaries," The New York Times, 1 
December 1967, A1. 
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victory." 25 One McCarthy staff member observed that his 

speech was somewhat restrained and subdued, suggestive of 

a candidate who did not expect to win. When asked by a 

reporter if his primary challenge constituted political 

suicide, McCarthy replied, "It'll be more like an execu-

t . ..26 
~on. 

Most political observers agreed. But the New Hampshire 

primary proved them wrong. McCarthy captured over forty per 

cent of the popular vote to President Johnson's forty-nine 

27 per cent. McCarthy was now a serious contender for the 

nomination. His unexpected success in New Hampshire pro-

vided the momentum needed to conduct an effective nation-

wide political campaign. 

McCarthy's strong finish in New Hampshire demonstrated 

that President Johnson was politically vulnerable. Demo-

cratic Party politicians opposed to Johnson's policies were 

no longer reluctant to challenge him. Robert F. Kennedy 

reassessed his position and announced his candidacy before 

a press conference on March 16, 1968. 28 His statement 

condemned American involvement in Vietnam and bemoaned 

25 "McCarthy Statement on Entering the 1968 Primaries," 
The New York Times, 1 December 1967, A40. 

26 Herzog, 36. 

27 E. w. Kenworthy, "McCarthy's Aids Chant 'Victory,'" 
The New York Times, 13 March 1968, A33. 

28Tom Wicker, "Kennedy to Make 3 Primary Races; Attacks 
Johnson," The New York Times, 17 March 1968, A1. 

1 2 



domestic programs that suffered as a consequence. He 

stressed the moral imperatives of the issues, concluding 

grandly that at stake in the 1968 elections was "the moral 

leadership of this planet." 29 

On March 31, 1968, President Johnson announced he 

would not seek re-election nor accept the Democratic nomi

nation.30 The President made his decision after an evalu-

ation of the Vietnam issue and concluded that the country 

would remain divided over the war as long as he occupied 

the White House. 31 The movement organized by Lowenstein 

and Gans achieved its goals of eliminating Johnson from 

the Presidential race and encouraging opposition to his 

Vietnam policies. 

In the spring of 1968, it appeared that Eugene McCarthy 

was on his way to becoming the next Democratic nominee for 

President. On April 1, he won 57 per cent of the popular 

t . th W. . . 32 T d 1 t h t d vo e 1n e 1scons1n pr1mary. en ays a er, e cap ure 

44 per cent of the vote in Connecticut. 33 

29 "Kennedy's Statement and Excerpts from News Confer
ence," The New York Times, 17 March 1968, A68. 

30 "Transcript of the President's Address on the Vietnam 
War and His Political Plans," The New York Times, 1 April 
1968, A26. 

31 schlesinger, 867. 

32E. w. Kenworthy, "McCarthy Wins Wisconsin; Polls 57% 
to Johnson's 35," The New York Times, 1 April 1968, A1. 

33william Borders, "Connecticut Vote Buoys McCarthy," 
The New York Times, 11 April 1968, A1. 

1 3 



The McCarthy campaign soon realized, however, that 

these victories would not necessarily be translated into 

delegates at the National Convention. While McCarthy was 

winning primaries, the choice of the party establishment, 

Vice President Hubert Humphrey entered the race on April 

27 and was already amassing delegates in less publicized, 

but equally important, non-primary states. 34 The rules 

for delegate selection varied from state to state and were 

generally structured to provide political advantage for 

the established party leadership. The party rules were 

clearly to Humphrey's advantage. 

McCarthy's impressive performances in the early pri

maries did not guarantee him a fair proportion of delegates. 

On June 23, 1968, at the Democratic State Convention in 

Hartford, Connecticut, McCarthy was awarded only nine of 

forty-four delegates, although he had won forty-four per 

cent of the vote in the state's primary two months earlier. 

The other thirty-five delegates were officially uncommitted, 

but these "uncommitted" party delegates leaned heavily 

in favor of Vice President Humphrey. 

The McCarthyites viewed this development as unfair 

and held a meeting that evening in West Hartford to draft 

a response. They concluded that a credentials challenge 

at the National Convention was necessary. Since the chal

lenge would be more a matter of ethics rather than legality, 

34wainstock, 79. 
1 4 



however, they created an investigative commission to add 

credibility to their argument. The investigative body, 

chaired by Iowa Governor Harold E. Hughes, was christened 

the Commission on the Democratic Selection of Presidential 

Nominees. 35 This commission, popularly known as the Hughes 

Commission, should not be confused with the 1965 Special 

Equal Rights Commission chaired by Richard J. Hughes of 

New Jersey. 

The Hughes Commission, a creation of the McCarthy 

campaign, conducted an investigation into delegate selection 

procedures and presented its findings to the Democratic 

National Convention in Chicago. The report identified 

problems. The reformers called into question the integrity 

of convention procedures. They called for changes to reverse 

public cynicism towards political parties and political 

losses of Democrats in recent elections. 36 

The Hughes Commission offered six recommendations 

designed to improve the convention system and render it 

more representative. The first recommendation endorsed 

the Special Equal Rights Commission's call for non-

discrimination of racial minorities in delegate selection. 

Hughes' Commission wanted specific guidelines to be adopted 

35Byron E. Shafer, Quiet Revolution: The Struggle 
for the Democratic Party and the Shaping of Post-Reform 
Politics (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1983), 14-15. 

36The Democratic Choice, 1-2. 
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for enforcement, preferably federal guidelines recently 

t db th F d 1 C . '1 R' ht C . ' 37 sugges e y e e era ~v~ ~g s omm~ss~on. 

The second recommendation called for the abolition 

of the unit rule, a device used by party regulars to require 

individual delegates to vote according to the majority 

of their delegation, regardless of personal preferences. 38 

This unit rule had already come under attack on the first 

night of the convention. A minority Rules Committee report 

advocated that the rule be retained as a part of convention 

procedures. After considerable controversy, the minority 

report was defeated by voice vote. 39 

Also under the old rules, all DNC members were auto-

matically awarded delegates status by virtue of their 

position, guaranteeing a number of seats for the party 

establishment. The Hughes Commission suggested that this 

practice be limited to newly elected members of the DNC. 

The reformers also recommended voting strength on standing 

committees be reflective of delegation strength on the 

convention floor. They encouraged the earliest possible 

disposition of credentials challenges and asked that 

contested delegates be suspended, pending a final decision 

37 Ibid., 3. 

38 Ibid. 

39william J. Crotty, Decision for the Democrats: Re
forming the Party Structure (Baltimore: The John Hopkins 
University Press, 1978), 23-24. 

1 6 



by the Credentials Committee. And finally, the Commission 

suggested temporary suspension of voting whenever a dele-

t . t d f . 40 a ~on was preven e rom caucus~ng. 

On the matter of delegate selection, the Commission 

recommended replacement of procedures permitting appoint-

ment of delegates by state party executives with systems 

that allow popular participation. Additional recommenda-

tions called for meaningful public access to state nomi-

nating processes, timely selection of delegates, fair 

representation of voter preferences, apportionment of 

delegate votes on a "one-man, one-vote" basis, and a clarity 

41 of purpose for all voters at all levels of the process. 

The Commission asked that these changes be implemented 

in one of two ways. The convention delegates could pass 

a resolution to direct the DNC to include these standards 

in the 1972 and subsequent national conventions, or a 

resolution could be passed to form a special commission 

to make further investigations and to recommend similar 

42 
principles to the party's governing body. 

These McCarthytreformers did not fare well at the 

1968 convention. They were underrepresented in virtually 

all areas. On the Credentials Committee, they had only 

40The Democratic Choice, 4. 

41 Ibid., 4-5. 

42 rbid.; Crotty, 18. 

1 7 



"ten or fifteen members of the 112-man committee." 43 Richard 

J. Hughes, Chairman of the Credentials Committee, was hos

tile to the McCarthy forces. One of his first actions was 

to bar a McCarthyite motion to prohibit challenged delega-

tions from voting until a final decision was made. "In his 

opening remarks to the committee, he complained that some 

people--evidently the McCarthyites--were more interested 

in disruption the convention than in electing a President 

and this theme was repeated endlessly." 44 

Out of several challenges proposed by the McCarthy 

forces, only eight were brought to the Credentials Commit

tee. The McCarthyites won only one of these, despite many 

irregularities revealed in testimony. Two of the challenges 

were brought to the convention floor, but the party regulars 

prevailed over the reformers. 45 McCarthy supporters com

plained that the regular Democrats conducted the Convention 

in an autocratic manner. One disgruntled McCarthy delegate 

remarked, "You'd have thought we were Trotskyites." 46 

The McCarthyites and other reform-minded delegates, 

however, did score one victory. On the last day of the 

Convention, resolutions were routinely passed to establish 

two commissions to investigate procedures in delegate 

43 Herzog, 245. 

44
rbid. 

45
rbid. I 245-251. 

46 rbid., 245. 
1 8 



selection and to recommend to the DNC any necessary changes 

for the 1972 Convention. 47 This action was regarded as 

a rather dull, routine matter compared to riots and pro-

tests in Chicago and received little attention from the 

press. At the time, most of the delegates never realized 

the significance of these resolutions. But the creation 

of the reform commissions would have profound consequences 

for the future of the Democratic Party. 

On February 28, 1969, National Chairman Fred Harris 

complied with the Convention's mandate. He created the 

Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection and 

the Commission on Rules, and appointed Senator George 

McGovern of South Dakota and Michigan Congressman James 

G. O'Hara respectively to serve as chairmen. 

The McGovern Commission conducted a detailed investi-

gation of state party procedures used in selecting national 

convention delegates. From April 25 to August 11, public 

hearings were held in seventeen different cities across 

48 the nation, covering the testimony of over 500 Democrats. 

The hearings revealed widespread unethical, if not illegal, 

practices in the selection of delegates and party leader-

ship. Testimony confirmed problems described by the Hughes 

47 Crotty, 23-27. 

48
The Commission on Party Structure a~d Delegate Selec

tion, Mandate for Reform: A Report on Party Structure and 
Delegate Selection to the Democratic National Committee 
(Washington, D. C.: Democratic National Committee, 1970), 
1 5 • 
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Commission and validated many complaints raised at previous 

conventions. 

The McGovern Commission discovered that at least twenty 

states had inadequate or no rules for delegate selection. 

This left the process in those states to the discretion 

of a select group of party officials. "Secret caucuses, 

closed slate-making, widespread proxy voting--and a host 

of other procedural irregularities--were all too common" 

49 at all levels of the process. More than one-third of 

the delegates had been selected as much as two to four 

years prior to the 1968 convention. 50 

Further investigation revealed that the cost of being 

a delegate could be prohibitive for some individuals. Some 

states required substantial financial contributions in 

return for participation in the convention process. One 

state charged delegates at the national convention up to 

five hundred dollars for "hospitality fees." Primary filing 

fees in another state ran as high as $14,000.00. The commis-

sion condemned such practices as clearly discriminatory to 

racial minorities and other low-income groups.
51 

The McGovern Commission was concerned that blacks, 

women, and youth were substantially underrepresented. The 

49 rbid., 11. 

50 I George McGovern, "The Lessons of 1968," Harper s 
Magazine, January, 1970, 45. 

51 Mandate for Reform, 11. 

20 



national delegates were predominately white, middle-class 

males. Despite directives approved after 1964, black dele-

gates at the 1968 convention were proportional neither to 

the population nor to their voting strength in the Demo-

cratic Party. Although fifty-one per cent of the population 

was female, only thirteen per cent of the total delegation 

were women. There were an even less proportion of delegates 

under the age of thirty. 52 

The members expected to find some abuses in the system, 

but never expected to find them as widespread as their 

investigation revealed. Almost all agreed that reform of 

53 the delegate selection process was necessary. They ap-

preached the problem by drafting eighteen guidelines in-

tended to set a standard for all state parties. 

On practices prohibiting access, the commission re-

quired that state parties mandate the "six basic elements" 

of the 1965 Special Equal Rights Commission into official 

party rules. They urged that steps be taken to insure more 

participation of women and youth. The commission also re-

quired state parties "to make all feasible efforts to re-

peal, amend, or otherwise modify" any state laws that con-

tributed to discrimination of racial minorities, women, or 

youth. The commission did not, however, advocate mandatory 

52 Ibid. 

53McGovern, 45. 

21 



quotas to accomplish these goals. 54 It mandated that no 

fees in excess of ten dollars be assessed of delegates 

by the state party organizations and insisted that each 

state "adopt and make available readily available state

wide Party rules and statues" to any interested individ-

55 ual. 

Reforms were also proposed to correct rules or proce

dures that diluted political influence. The McGovern Com

mission insisted on the abolition of the unit rule at all 

levels of the selection process. They mandated that a 

minimum quorum of forty per-cent be enforced for all com

mittees involved in the selection of delegates, called for 

the elimination of proxy voting, and required "State Parties 

to clearly designate the delegate selection procedures from 

other Party business." 56 

The commission also confirmed support for previous 

commission recommendations for the prohibition of secret, 

unannounced, or unpublished party meetings. Also the 

commission required that all delegates should be chosen 

in the same presidential election year as the convention, 

rather than selected prematurely. Finally, this group also 

advocated the elimination of automatic appointment of 

54 Mandate for Reform, 40-41. 

55Ibid. I 41-42. 

56 rbid., 42-45. 
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ex-officio delegates ba~ed solely on the virtue of their 

official position; all national delegates were required 

to be elected, not appointed. 57 

The Commission on Rules was less controversial. Its 

recommendations focused on the creation of a more efficient, 

businesslike atmosphere on the convention floor. Suggestions 

limited the number of seconding speeches for presidential 

nominees, reduced the access of media to the Convention 

floor, and streamlined the process. 58 

Reform Democrats, who dominated the commissions, view-

ed the Democratic National Committee with some suspicion. 

They reasoned that the membership of the DNC would be op-

posed to the proposals recommended by the McGovern Commis-

sion. The reformers saw the National Committee as an "ulti-

mate bastion of party regularity" which would naturally 

59 oppose any proposals of party reform. Some of the DNC 

members did had misgivings towards some of the proposals 

and there was extensive discussion and debate. The most 

controversial proposal was the recommendation that all 

delegates be elected. Many members of the DNC held ex-

delegate status at the conventions and were reluctant to 

57 Ibid., 45-47. 

58Lawrence F. O'Brien, No Final Victories: A Life 
in Politics--from John F. Kennedy to Watergate (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, 1974), 289. 

59 rbid., 289-290. 
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surrender guaranteed future delegate status. The party 

officers regarded the guidelines requiring states to take 

"affirmative steps" to insure participation of minorities, 

60 women, and youth as too vague. 

Despite the misgivings of the members, all eighteen 

of the guidelines proposed by the McGovern Commission were 

approved by unanimous vote of the National Committee. 61 The 

motive for their ultimate approval were largely political 

expediency. Party leaders wanted to avoid major delega-

tion challenges at the National Convention and decided that 

the reforms would help to achieve that goal. They also 

wished to avoid the controversies that disrupted the 1968 

C t
. 62 onven 1on. 

National Party Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien was respon-

sible for the Committee's unanimous vote of approval. 

O'Brien was committed to party unity and thought that the 

reforms would be an important step towards that end. He was 

persuasive in convincing the DNC that opposition to these 

reforms could lead to a serious split in the party and 

result in a repeat of problems encountered in the 1968 

Convention. He also argued that the reforms would have no 

60 rbid., 291. 

61 Ibid. 

62 rbid. 
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significant practical effect since politics would continue 

as usua1. 63 

O'Brien and the Democratic National Committee com-

pletely underestimated the impact that the reforms would 

have on the Party. Chairman O'Brien later admitted that 

there "was a total denial of the purpose of the reforms, 

which stated that there was to be an open process .•. " 

He added, 

I don't think anyone could have foreseen in 
1970 ••• the results of the guidelines ••• 
We were ••• taking steps that no major politi
cal party had ever taken. We knew that the old 
rules had brought deep divisions in 16~8 and we 
were groping toward something better. 

Had they realized the consequences, the DNC probably would 

not have given unanimous approval to the reforms. 

An overwhelming majority of the states complied with 

the reforms. Forty state parties were in full compliance 

and ten were reported to be in "substantial compliance."
65 

There were some key state parties that resisted. Texas 

Democratic Party leaders were adamantly opposed to party 

reform, offered the most resistance, and searched for 

66 
loopholes to preserve the status-quo. 

63 shafer, 353-354. 

64o'Brien, 291-292. 

65 Arden, 5. 

66 shafer, 516-520. 
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CHAPTER II 

MAINTAINING THE STATUS QUO IN TEXAS 

Texas political leaders' opposition to Democratic 

Party reform was unsurprising. Conservatives dominated 

the Texas political scene during the 1950s, and opposed 

any change which was perceived to threaten their political 

or economic interests. They were firmly in control and 

would go to practically any lengths to protect those 

interests. Except for a few brief periods between the 1880s 

and the 1930s, Texas liberals enjoyed little influence 

1 in Texas government. The conservatives enjoyed the support 

of the voting public. 

The 1950 census reported 7,711,194 Texas residents. 

This represented a 20.2 per cent increase over 1940. Out 

of that total, 6,725,534 were listed as "white," although 

approximately twenty per cent of this number included the 

Latin-American population. Around twelve per cent of the 

population was black; the remainder consisted of smaller 

groups of Indian, Oriental, and other races. 2 

1George Norris Green, The Establishment in Texas 
Politics: The Primitive Years, 1938-1957 (Norman, Oklahoma: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1979), 12-17. 

2 Texas Almanac, 1952-1953 (Dallas: Dallas Morning 
News, 1953), 92-94. 
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The census also revealed a significant shift from rural 

to urban during the 1940s. At mid-century, Texas reported a 

62.7 per cent urban population, an increase of 54.6 per cent 

in ten years. The increase was a result of the expansion of 

petroleum, chemical, and other industries. These businesses 

doubled their production and increased employment. There was 

a decrease in the number of farms, but an increase in aver

age acreage. The shift from rural to urban, however, did not 

represent significant changes in the social, political, or 

cultural values of Texans. Much of the urban shift tended to 

be local notwithstanding the population drift to the largest 

Texas cities. One observer noted a "decrease in the county 

population, but an increase in the population of the largest 

town within the county." 3 

A substantial majority of Texans were white, Anglo

saxon, Protestant with a rural Southern background. Eighty

three per cent of the population were either "native-born" 

Texans or listed as their birthplace one of the states in 

the Southern United States. 4 These characteristics created 

an electorate with a natural tendency towards conservatism. 

The Texas Democratic Party, therefore, reflected many of the 

same political and social values as Southern states despite 

Hispanic influences during World War II. 

3Ibid. I 90-91. 

4Ibid. I 124. 
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Texas benefited from a post-war economic boom. After 

World War II, war industries in the state were successful 

in converting to civilian goods. In 1947, Texas manufactur-

ing industries employed 297,053 workers; in 1953, these 

industries employed 487,400, an increase of sixty-four 

5 per cent in only five years. The state's petroleum industry 

also shared in this economic boom; during a brief four 

year period between 1948-1953, Texas produced approximately 

3,945,515,000 barrels, or 43.4 per cent of the nations 

oil. This figure represented about one-fourth of the state's 

total production since 1896. 6 

The booming Texas economy insured conservative domina-

tion of the state's politics. Texas fared better economi-

cally during the depression than the rest of the nation. 

Between 1929 and 1939, "total manufacturing establishments 

declined only 2.2 per cent," and "factory payrolls dropped 

only five per cent compared with twenty-seven per cent 

in the rest of the country." 7 Farm income per-capita was 

8 ten per cent higher than the rest of the country. 

To protect their interests, corporations in Texas 

exerted influence over the Texas political scene through 

5Ibid., 227. 

6Ibid., 241. 

7Green, 15 

8 Ibid. 
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lobbying, financing campaigns of politically conservative 

candidates, and influencing editorial opinions in Texas 

newspapers. 9 The Democratic Party of Texas was controlled 

by leaders in the state's petroleum industry. Oil million-

aires wielded political power and influence on both state 

and national levels. These men generally held ultra-censer-

vative views and did not hesitate to use their wealth to 

. fl l't' . 10 1n uence po 1 1c1ans. 

In the early 1950s, the main issue of interest to 

the oil industry was the question of tidelands ownership. 

As a condition of statehood in 1845, an annexation treaty 

declared the coastal boundary of the state extended 10.3 

land miles into the Gulf of Mexico. The Texas legislature 

later extended that claim to seventy miles. A United States 

Supreme Court ruling decreed that the federal government 

had dominion over the tidelands, but it could assign title 

to the states. Twice during Harry Truman's administration, 

the President vetoed legislation that would have transferred 

11 ownership of the coastal area to Texas. 

At the time, oil-rich conservatives in Texas did not 

publicly express concern over the possibility of lost 

9 Ibid., 1 8. 

10James Reston, Jr., The Lone Star: The Life of John 
Connally (New York: Harper and Row, 1989), 156-167; Green, 
9. 

11 "Texas: Where Everything Is More So," Time, 29 
September 1952, 15-16. 
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profits, but they claimed to be opposed in principle to 

federal ownership of the tidelands. Texas oil firms stopped 

exploration partly because of the disputed title, but also 

because they believed that the prospects for finding oil 

in the area were somewhat dim. Exploratory drilling off 

the Texas coast had, in fact, produced little oil. 12 But 

a more plausible reason for their opposition was probably 

the 12.5 per-cent royalty Texas charged producers, as 

1 3 opposed to the federal royalty of 37.5 percent. 

Texas Governor Allen Shivers was an outspoken critic 

of the Truman administration, especially on the tidelands 

issue. His adamant opposition earned him the support of 

the the Texas conservative Democratic establishment. In 

December 1951, a group of conservatives, wishing to elect 

conservatives to state office, offered Shivers financial 

support for either a race for the U. S. Senate or a re-

election campaign for governor. Shivers chose to run for 

re-election and vowed to lead a conservative delegation 

to the 1952 Democratic National Convention in Chicago to 

oppose the possible presidential nomination of Adlai E. 

Stevenson, who favored federal ownership of the tidelands.
14 

12 rbid. 

1 3 Green, 14 7. 

14rbid., 16-17. 
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In the summer of 1951, Shivers signed a bill that 

made it legal for a political candidate to cross-file in 

more than one political party. 15 The cross-filing law 

offered a possible loophole for a Republican presidential 

candidate who favored state control of the disputed 

tidelands to appear on both the Democratic and Republican 

tickets in the state. It also gave Shivers an opportunity 

to control both state parties. In Texas, the governor was 

traditionally recognized as the leader of his political 

party. 

This action caused concern among the liberal-loyalist 

faction of the Texas Democrats. Out of the concern an organ

ized effort, the Loyal Democrats of Texas (LOT), was formed. 

The LOT advocated all Texas delegates to the Democratic 

National Convention be mandated to sign a loyalty oath 

that obliged them to support the nominees of the National 

Democratic Party. They also opposed Shivers' stand against 

a civil rights plank in the party's platform and his support 

of McCartyism. 16 

Loyalty oaths notwithstanding, Governor Shivers and 

the conservative establishment had no intention of support

ing Stevenson or any other Democrat who opposed their 

positions. After a meeting with Stevenson which convinced 

15Green, 143. 

16 Ibid. 
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Shivers that the presidential hopeful had no intention 

of compromise on the issue of tidelands ownership, the 

Texas governor decided to deny Stevenson support of the 

17 Texas Democratic Party. 

On September 9, 1952, Shivers delegates introduced 

a resolution at the State Democratic Convention in Amarillo, 

Texas, that would allow two Democratic parties on the 

state's official November ballot. The first, designated 

as the "National Democratic Party," called for the 

nominations of Adlai E. Stevenson and John J. Sparkman 

as the presidential and vice-presidential nominees. 

The second slate, the "Texas Democratic Party," called 

for the nominations of Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard 

M. Nixon. 18 The tactic was perceived as necessary because 

the Democratic primary was decisive in attracting voters 

since virtually all Texas voters were registered Democrats. 

The proposal was intended as a compromise. Robert 

Stuart of Tarrant County, who introduced the resolution 

on the floor, declared it the fairest possible solution 

because it gave "every voter the right to vote for Dwight 

17sam Kinch and Stuart Long, Alan Shivers: The Pied 
Piper of Texas Politics (Austin, Texas: Shoal Creek Publish
ers, Inc.), 109-110; "Texas:---," Time, 29 September 1952, 
1 6. 

18
Texas Democratic Convention, Amarillo, 9 September 

1952 ·(Austin, Texas: Texas State Archives), 72-74. 
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Eisenhower and Nixon without being forced out of the 

Democratic Party to do so." 19 

The scheme failed. Attorneys had already advised 

Governor Shivers that such action "would be an illegal 

use of the Democratic label." 20 Approximately two weeks 

later, a United States District Court confirmed this advise 

when loyalists were granted their request for a restraining 

order to prevent the Texas Democratic ticket appearance 

on the ballot. The court declared that the proposed slate 

was contrary to existing state statues. 21 Shivers and his 

supporters ultimately adopted a strategy that allowed 

Stevenson and Sparkman on the ballot, but the conservative 

Democratic establishment agreed to do whatever possible 

to undermine the. Democratic hopefuls' chances of election. 22 

One of the tactics used to achieve the goal was to 

connect the tidelands issues with public paranoia towards 

communism. Election year 1952 was influenced by concern 

over alleged Communist infilt~ation in American institu-

tions. Senator Joseph McCarthy fueled the fears with his 

19
Ibid., 75. 

20Texas:---," Time, 29 September 1952, 17. 

21 "Texas: Compromise." Time, 22 September 1952; 
"Texas," Time, 29 September 1952. 

22 "Texas Court Bars Move for General," The New York 
Times, 17 September 1952, 28; 
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Senate investigations of alleged Communists in government 

agencies and institutions. Governor Shivers effectively 

used the language of McCarthyism to gain support for his 

tirades against the Truman administration and the National 

Democratic Party. Shivers campaigned against what he 

perceived to be "the infiltration of Communists into higher 

governmental positions ••. against a new and dangerous 

doctrine of paramount rights under which the government 

can take the property of individuals and states without 

compensation." 23 He labeled this collectivist doctrine 

"Trumanism." 24 

Texas Attorney General Price Daniel, the Democratic 

nominee for United States Senator, was of the same mind 

as the governor. Daniel attacked Truman and the National 

Democrats, citing a need to stop the "trend towards more 

and more centralization of government in Washington 

• to stop the Socialistic Nationalization [sic] of 

property." He accused the national party leaders of illegal 

seizure of Texas' tidelands and ''trampling upon their sacred 

Annexation Agreement [sic]." 25 

23Texas Democratic Convention, Amarillo, 10. 

24 rbid.; Gladwin Hill, "Texas Democrats Back 
Eisenhower, Score 'Trumanism, '" The New York Times, 10 
September 1952, 1. 

25Texas Democratic Convention, Amarillo, 37-38. 
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Governor Shivers took advantage of his position as 

the head of the state party to insure that he and his 

supporters controlled the Texas delegation to the nation-

al convention. On even numbered years, there was a second 

state convention held in September, dubbed the "Governor's 

convention" because the chief state executive had the power 

to reject and replace any member on the State Democratic 

Executive Committee (SDEC) elected by the convention's 

delegates. He also controlled the agenda and procedures 

at the convention. The leaders of the convention were, 

subsequently, generally favorable to the Governor's posi-

t . 26 1ons. 

To insure that he had adequate support at the state 

conventions, Shivers took steps to control the election 

of delegates at the precinct and county levels. He appointed 

Weldon Hart, a long time confidante and staff member, to 

write a pamphlet instructing supporters how to organize 

and take control of a precinct convention. The governor 

also appointed a citizens committee to rewrite the election 

code in 1951. Shivers had only one reservation about the 

revised code. "There's only one thing which might cause 

trouble " he commented, "The law says any qualified 

26Richard H. Kraemer, Ernest Crain, and William Earl 
Maxwell, Understanding Texas Politics (St. Paul: West 
Publishing Company, 1975), 61-62. 
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voter can go into a convention ••• it doesn't say how 

long he can stay there." 27 

Delegates to the Texas state conventions are chosen 

at local precinct and county conventions, usually immedi-

ately after the polls close on election day. Tactics fre-

quently used by politicians at the grass roots level were 

unethical, but they were recognized and accepted as common-

place. Meeting times and locations would be changed without 

notice. Meetings would sometimes occur behind locked doors, 

denying access to latecomers. Controlling factions were 

known to invent rules and procedures designed to give an 

ft f . d t 't' 28 Th h th o en un a1r a van age over any oppos1 1on. roug e 

use or misuse of these "rules," the "Shivercrats," as the 

governor's supporters came to be known, were able to elect 

enough delegates to control the state conventions. 

The loyalists, however, were not impervious to the 

tactics of the local conventions. Wherever they were 

outnumbered or outmaneuvered, the loyalists organized sepa-

rate rump conventions and prepared credentials challenges 

to the next highest convention level. At the May 1952 state 

convention in San Antonio, a minority report calling for 

the invocation of loyalty oaths as a requirement for seating 

delegates was ruled out of order by State Chairman J. E. 

27Kinch and Long, 113. 

28 Kraemer, Crain, and Maxwell, 60. 
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Wheat. The action enraged the minority loyalist faction, 

who responded by walking out of the convention. It formed 

a rump convention at La Villita, a replica of a historical 

Mexican village. The dissenting group went through the 

usual procedures of a regular convention, but there were 

a lack of facilities in the village and many delegates 

were obliged to stand in the rain during proceedings. 29 

The liberal-loyalist challenge to Shivers' delegation 

at the National Democratic Convention was led by Maury 

Maverick, Sr., a former Congressman from San Antonio. He 

and Austin attorney Fagan Dickson, a state Democratic party 

activist, were principle organizers of the LDT. Despite 

arguments offered by the Maverick supporters that Shivers 

was disloyal to the party and supported neither Truman 

nor the nominee of the party (probably Stevenson), and 

despite indications that Shivers might bolt the party and 

support the Republican nominee, the National Credentials 

Committee ruled two to one in favor of the governor's dele-

gation. The minority report was defeated on the convention 

floor by voice vote. 30 The Shivercrats were seated because 

Shivers agreed to a watered-down version of a loyalty oath, 

29 Kinch and Long, 117. 

30official Report of the Proceedings of the Democratic 
National Convention: Chicago, Illinois, .July 21 to July 26, 
Inclusive, 1952 (Washington, D. C.: Democratic National 
Committee, 1952), 140-143. 
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which insured a Stevenson/Sparkman ticket on the Texas 

ballot; the oath, however, did not specifically mandate 

his delegation to support the nominees. 31 House Speaker 

Sam Rayburn, a loyalist, supported the seating of the 

governor's delegation in the interest of preventing a 

walkout and averting a party split. The Speaker was con-

vinced that his support for Shiver's would be rewarded 

by the Governor's support of the Democratic ticket. Rayburn 

maintained for the rest of his life that Shivers agreed 

t th . b t d h . . 3 2 o 1s u renege on 1s prom1se. 

As a result of support from Governor Shivers and the 

conservative Democratic establishment, Eisenhower carried . 

Texas in the 1952 elections. In 1953, the Texas conserva-

tives were rewarded when the new President signed a bill 

into law awarding Texas control of the tidelands. 33 

The Loyalist Democrats, distressed over Shivers be-

trayal of the party with his alleged broken promise of 

support, decided they could ill-afford to allow Shivers 

to lead the Texas delegation to the 1956 convention. House 

Speaker Sam Rayburn, under pressure from loyalists to spon-

sor some sort of oppos~tion to the Shivercrats in the 1956 

31 "Texas:---," Time, 29 September 1952, 17. 

32 Anthony Champagne, Congressman Sam Rayburn (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press), 143. 

33 Kinch and Long, 87. 
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political campaigns, announced that Senator Lyndon B. 

Johnson would be the favorite-son nominee of the Texas 

delegation at the 1956 National Convention and would also 

be chairman of the delegation. The plan had the effect 

of assimilating the liberals and offering a direct challenge 

to Governor Shivers, who fully expected to lead the dele

gation. But Rayburn did not consult Johnson before announc

ing the decision. Johnson, who already had presidential 

ambitions, found himself in a predicament. The Senator 

was seeking a compromise that would minimize loss of support 

for his future political ambitions. Johnson did not want 

to give the appearance of refusing to "rescue" his party 

in time of need and risk the loss of support from national 

party loyalists. Negotiations between Shivers and Johnson 

eventually broke down; relations between the two degenerated 

into a mudslinging and name-calling contest.
34 

Governor Shivers political fortunes declined in 1956, 

due to a series of scandals concerning questionable finan-

cial activities by the Shivers and key members of his ad

ministration. The scandals were the major reason for the 

Governor's decision not to seek re-election. 35 The loyal-

ists, encouraged by these developments, threw their support 

behind ex-District Judge and Austin attorney Ralph 

34 Green, 1 71 -1 7 3 • 

35 rbid., 174. 
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Yarborough for governor. Yarborough had experience cam-

paigning for the office, having run against Shivers in 

the Democratic primaries of 1952 and 1954. The conservative 

establishment backed United States Senator Price Daniel, a 

longtime Shivers supporter. The two candidates were forced 

into a run-off. Daniel won the Democratic nomination by a 

close margin of between 3,000 and 4,000 votes. The Yar-

borough supporters, however, claimed irregularities existed 

in the polling. Yarborough ballots were allegedly found 

in trash heaps in various locations around the state. But 

under Texas law, voter fraud is exceedingly difficult to 

36 prove and the loyalists could do little but accept defeat. 

Though it could not be substantiated, Ralph Yarborough 

maintained thirty-seven years later that the election was 

stolen through the use of "Shiver Tactics." He also sus-

pected that similar tactics were used against him in the 

1952 and 1954 contests. 37 Alleged unethical and illegal 

practices of conservatives angered the liberals and intensi-

fied their determination to gain political control of the 

state from the conservatives. 38 

36william G. Phillips, Yarborough of Texas (Washing
ton, D. C.: Acropolis Books, 1969), 43. 

37Ralph Yarborough, interview by author, Austin, Texas, 
25 May 1989 

38The liberal-loyalists were also accused of question
able political practices or were capable and willing to 
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At the May 1956 state convention in Dallas, Johnson, 

Rayburn, Shivers, and Price Daniel formed an alliance to 

control the state Democratic party. The alliance was a 

matter of pragmatism. Daniel realized that he would have 

little control by himself, due to negative feelings toward 

39 him from Yarborough supporters. Rayburn and Johnson's 

personal political interests required party unity. Shivers 

hoped to retain some of the influence he was losing as 

a result of scandals plaguing his administration. 

At the May 1956 state convention in Dallas, the 

Liberals tried to take control of the party's leadership. 

A resolution presented on May 22 called for immediate 

dismissal of the members of the party's governing body 

and the election of new members. John Connally, a confidante 

and aide of Lyndon Johnson, moved to table the motion. 

Connally appealed to the convention that "good will" must 

be maintained within the party. There was also a question 

of legality. State statues required that SDEC members be 

elected at the September convention; the resolution, if 

carried out, would be in-contradiction to existing law. 

Connally's arguments were persuasive. Convention delegates 

practice the same. The liberal faction proved to as be 
adept at mud-slinging, name-calling, and dirty tricks as 
the opponents they criticized. 

39 Champagne, 146-147; Kinch and Long, 187. 
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tabled the resolution by a roll call vote of 1,306 to 524. 40 

Tabling the proposal, however, kept the conservative party 

leadership intact. 

By the time of the September convention, Lyndon Johnson 

and John Connally no longer had need of the Texas liberals. 

Johnson now had the support of the corporate power base 

in the state and this establishment financing was sufficient 

for pursuing his future political ambitions. The liberal-

loyalists, on the other hand, had no leverage that would 

oblige the Rayburn-Johnson-Daniel-Shivers coalition to 

h t . 1 d 41 onor any agreemen s prev~ous y rna e. 

There were two major credentials challenges at the 

September convention. Johnson reportedly struck a deal 

with El Paso County Judge Woodrow Wilson Bean to seat the 

West Texas liberal delegation in return for their vote 

to seat a disputed Harris County conservative delegation. 

Bean agreed to the deal without the knowledge or consent 

of his delegation. When the El Paso liberals refused, 

Johnson reconvened the Credentials Committee (after the 

committee had permanently adjourned) and promptly had them 

removed. This maneuver ultimately led to the seating of 

conservative delegations from both Harris and El Paso 

40 Proceedings: Democratic Party Convention of the 
State of Texas, May 22, 1956 at Dallas (Austin, Texas: 
Texas State Archives), 21-34; Reston, Jr., 180. 

41 Green, 1 7 7. 
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Counties. The establishment thus controlled the convention 

by a margin of 1,006 delegates to the liberals' 869. 42 

The move alienated the liberal faction even more. 

The following year, the liberals managed one important 

victory, but not without some maneuvering by the establish

ment to prevent it. Price Daniel resigned his Senate seat 

to take over his newly-elected post as governor. A special 

election was held to fill the vacancy. Under Texas law, 

statewide special elections were non-partisan with no 

run-off provided. The candidate with the most votes was 

declared the winner. 

Ralph Yarborough, by this time a perennial candidate, 

ran for the unexpired term against seventeen other candi

dates. The favorite of the establishment Democrats was 

Congressman Martin Dies, who gained nationwide recognition 

for his red-baiting activities as Chairman of the House 

Un-American Activities Committee. A third major candidate 

was Republican Thad Hutcheson. 43 

Yarborough soon became the favorite to win. This proved 

to be something of an embarrassment to the Establishment. 

A bill was introduced in the legislature that, if passed, 

would force Yarborough into a run-off, preferably with 

Dies. Supporters of the proposal were certain that 

42 Ibid. 177-178. 

43 Green, 180; Phillips, 46. 
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Yarborough could not survive in a run-off election. 44 State 

Representive Joe Pool of Dallas, who introduced the legis-

lation, had a personal vested interest in the legislation. 

He planned to seek Dies' Congressional seat should it become 

vacant on his election to the Senate. 45 

The proposal failed, due largely to extensive lobbying 

by key Shivers supporters who had fallen out with establish-

ment leaders. The bill had to be passed immediately to 

have any effect on the special election. A vote to consider 

the proposal out of order failed three votes short of a 

required two-thirds majority. The lobbying was so effective 

that four co-sponsors of the bill voted against the 

t
. 46 mo 1.on. As expected, Yarborough won the Senate seat 

by a margin of 74,000 votes, polling thirty-eight per cent 

against Dies' twenty-nine per cent and Hutcheson's twenty

three.47 

The election of Yarborough to the Senate confirmed 

the downfall of ultra-conservative influence in Texas 

politics. Although the Texas electorate was conservative, 

the Shivers establishment represented a philosophy untyp-

ical of mainstream conservatism. Consequently, illegal 

44Yarborough, interview. 

45Green, 181. 

46 rbid. 

47Phillips, 46; Green, 181. 
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and unethical political tactics were probably perceived 

by the ultra-conservatives to be necessary to maintain 

political power. 

Control of the Texas Democratic Party continued by 

more moderate conservatives. Tactics used by the establish

ment, however, remained occasionally unethical and outra

geous, characterized by duplicity and high-handedness. 

Texas Liberals viewed Governor Daniel as no better than 

his predecessor when it came to suppressing opposition. 48 

To support the observation, a veteran Democratic Party 

activist, Joe Rankin of Crosby County, recalled an incident 

at a 1958 State Convention in Austin, Texas. Rankin noted 

that the Texas Rangers were appointed by Daniel to provide 

security for the convention. Rankin and his delegation 

were greeted at the convention by a Ranger, who informed 

them that their credentials were not in order and therefore 

they could not be admitted to the convention floor. Donald 

Wooten, a member of the Crosby County group, began arguing 

with the Ranger, who arrested and jailed him for disturbing 

the peace. By the time Wooten's colleagues managed to 

arrange bail for him, the convention had progressed too 

far for them to have any impact. Rankin believed it was 

no coincidence that the Crosby County Democrats had a 

history of opposing the Texas conservative establishment. 

48Ralph Yarborough, interview. 
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He observed similar incidences to be commonplace at state 

conventions during the era. 49 

The 1960s proved to be no different. One Texas Liberal 

of the age characterized Governor John Connally's admini

stration as a "dictatorial establishment." 50 There had 

never been any officially published rules in the Texas 

Democratic Party by the time McGovern-Fraser Commission 

began their work in January 1969. Indeed, party officials 

often changed the "rules" whenever it suited their inter-

ests. The Democratic leadership in Texas established a 

long tradition of operating their party by using the very 

abuses that reformers of the 1960s sought to abolish. But 

the political powers in the Texas Democratic Party were 

reluctant to abandon practices that insured their control 

and they would resist adoption of the McGovern reforms 

as long as possible. The situation ultimately resulted 

in a liberal-conservative split within the Texas Democratic 

Party over party reform that was intense as disagreements 

had been over past controversies. 

49Joe Rankin, interview by author, Austin, Texas, 
24 May 1989. 

50Ralph Yarborough, interview. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE TEXAS ESTABLISHMENT RESISTS 

At the 1968 Democratic National Convention, Texas 

Liberals again challenged the state conservative estab-

lishment. A credentials challenge, led by Senator Ralph 

Yarborough against the delegation of Governor John Connally, 

raised questions about the fairness of the unit rule and 

proportional representation in delegate selection. Texas 

liberals thus introduced two issues to be considered by 

the McGovern-Fraser Commission the following year. 

Connally was the most popular governor ever to be 

elected in Texas. 1 He was the only governor in that state 

never to be defeated. He even gained support from labor 

and minorities in 1962, thus making inroads into tradi-

2 tiona! liberal support. He was part of the Texas political 

establishment. He worked as a Congressional aide and was 

a key figure on campaign staffs for Congressman Lyndon 

1Joe Belden, "Gov. Connally Remains Popular," The 
Dallas Morning News, 2 April 1968, 7A. Texas Poll results 
revealed a fifty-four per cent approval rating for Connally 
in May 1963. His popularity had peaked to eighty-four per 
cent by December 1964, and stood at sixty-two per cent 
in March 1968. 

2Green, 200, 203-204. 
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Johnson. During his employment with oil magnate Sid 

Richardson during the 1950s, Connally became involved in 

the political intrigues of the petroleum lobby. The young 

Connally was widely regarded by party conservatives as 

the "boy-wonder" of Texas politics. His policies as governor 

continued his predecessor's, favoring the big-business 

and corporate interests of the state, sometimes at consumer 

expense. He lowered taxes for state banks and sulfur 

companies, but doubled the state sales tax. He showed no 

concern that Texas had the lowest minimum wage in the 

nation. In the area of school desegregation, he adopted 

a typical Southern conservative strategy, moving as slowly 

as possible to comply with federal guidelines. 3 

In 1968, Connally's political ambitions stretched 

to national office. Connally had credentials and experience 

to qualify him as a national candidate. He served for a 

brief period as Secretary of the Navy in the Kennedy Admini

stration. He had national name-recognition due to wounds 

sustained during the Kennedy assassination in November 

1963. The resulting publicity propelled him into national 

prominence and was a major factor in his overwhelming 

popularity in Texas. As a long-time personal friend of 

Lyndon Johnson, Connally was part of the president's inner

circle. He also enjoyed the support of large contributors 

3Ibid.; Reston 289-294. 
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necessary to finance an expensive nation-wide political 

race. Therefore, when President Johnson announced that 

he would not seek re-election, Connally began to explore 

the possibilities of a presidential or vice-presidential 

campaign. 

Immediately after Johnson's public refusal to run for 

re-election, the Texas Democratic establishment decided to 

present Connally as a favorite-son nominee at the 1968 

Convention in Chicago. The conservatives had two reasons 

for this action. One was to preserve the Johnson forces 

until a suitable leader could step forward. The second was 

an attempt to deny Robert Kennedy the presidential nomina-

tion. The Connally establishment regarded Kennedy as too 

liberal for Texas conservative interests. Frank Erwin, 

Texas Democratic National Committeeman, said of Kennedy "I 

remain convinced that ••• (Kennedy's) cold ruthlessness, 

demonstrated opportunism, and his overriding personal ambi

tion render him totally unfit to hold any high office."
4 

The statement was typical of Texas conservative attitudes 

toward Kennedy, notwithstanding any past displays of oppor-

tunism or ruthlessness or "overriding personal ambitions" 

of Johnson or Connally. 

4 "connally Friends Launch 'Favorite Son Movement,'" 
The Dallas Morning News, 2 April 1968, 8A; Reston, Jr., 
342. 
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The favorite son idea resulted in an immediate state-

wide band-wagon effect. State and local party· officials 

across Texas endorsed the nomination of Connally, while 

simultaneously criticizing the candidacy of Robert Kennedy. 5 

The resolve of a "Stop Kennedy" movement became evident 

at an emergency meeting of the State Democratic Executive 

Committee (SDEC) on April 2, 1968. Although a resolution 

was passed to support all Democratic nominees in the 

forthcoming elections, a significant number of the committee 

indicated that if Robert Kennedy received the presidential 

nomination, they would resign. The SDEC also endorsed 

Connally's favorite son candidacy. State party chairman 

Will Davis believed the favorite son idea was "designed 

to promote (party) unity and stop Bobby Kennedy." He agreed 

with both objectives. Davis, State Treasurer Jesse James, 

and conservatives on the SDEC advocated the governor should 

become a serious candidate for President. 6 

Despite Connally's popularity, not everyone shared 

the enthusiasm for his candidacy. J. W. Sifford, a vice 

5Douglas Domeier, "Political Figures Voice Their 
Surprise, Dismay," "Texas Lawmakers Stunned," The Dallas 
Morning News, 1 April 1968, 16A; Stewart Davis, "3 Governor 
Candidates Urge Connally for 'Favorite Son,'" The Dallas 
Morning News, 2 April 1968, 9A; Bill Hunter, "Democrats 
Begin Painful Recovery," 2 April 1968, 12A. 

6 "Texas Democrats Rebuff Kennedy, Boost Connally," 
The Dallas Morning News, 3 April 1968, 8A. 
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president of the Texas AFL-CIO announced that supporting the 

governor for a favorite son nomination was a proposition 

"which the Texas AFL-CIO could not accept," and vowed to 

"fight it to the last straw" at the June state convention. 7 

The liberal-loyalist Democrats- led by Senator Ralph 

Yarborough, were also opposed to the favorite son idea. 

The Yarborough Democrats favored Robert Kennedy for the 

Democratic presidential nomination and wanted nothing to 

do with a plan designed to jeopardize their candidate in the 

Texas elections. The liberal Texas senator referred to the 

SDEC as a group, "hand-picked" by Connally, who did not 

"represent the real .Democratic sentiment in the state. " 8 

Connally favored Humphery for the presidential nomina-

tion and thus had the support of Humphery delegates for 

the favorite~son nomination. The liberal-loyalists reacted 

to conservative strategy by proposing Senator Yarborough 

as a favorite son candidate. 9 Liberal and labor opposition 

to Connally set the stage for political battles in the May 4 

precinct conventions betwe~n Humphrey/Connally delegates 

and Kennedy/Yarborough delegates. This intra-party struggle 

7 Carl Freund, "Labor to Fight Connally, Says Official, 
The Dallas Morning News, 2 April 1 968' 9A. 

8Bill Hunter, "Connally 'Drive' Upsets Liberals, II 

The Dallas Morning News, 3 April 1968, 1 D. 

9Jimmy Banks, "'Favorite Son Fight Looms," The Dallas 
Morning News, 3 April 1968, 1A. 
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in Texas continued to the state and national convention 

levels. 

The Texas liberals planned a strong challenge to the 

Connally forces, but the assassination of Robert Kennedy 

only five days before the state convention left the Yar-

borough faction in disorder. Connally took full advantage 

of the situation, and through use of the unit rule, seized 

control. Consequently, Connally hand-picked all 104 members 

of the Texas delegation to the National Democratic Conven-

t . . Ch. 10 
~on ~n ~cage. 

Senator Yarborough, now committed to Eugene McCarty, 

led a delegation of one hundred liberal delegates, in · 

challenging the Texas conservatives. 11 Maury Maverick, Jr., 

spoke in their behalf before the Credentials Committee. 

The liberals did not ask to replace the entire Connally 

delegation, but they requested fifty of the one hundred 

four seats. Maverick argued that the loyalist faction 

represented "forty-eight per cent of Texas Democrats who 

voted in the last six Democratic primaries," and should 

be represented with the same percentage of delegate seats. 

Maverick also accused the Connally delegation of being 

"broadly representative of the people who will vote for 

the Republican candidate for president," while the "liberal 

1 0 Reston, Jr., 349. 

11 Ibid., 351. 
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delegation is broadly representative of the people who 

carry Texas for the Democrats." 12 He further admonished 

the Credentials Committee that to shun the loyalists would 

be tantamount to losing Texas to the Republicans in Novem-

1 3 ber. 

The main issue of concern in this challenge was Con-

nally's arbitrary use of the unit rule from the precinct 

to the state convention levels. The Credentials Committee 

damned the principle of the unit rule but certified the 

Connally delegation. There were members on the committee 

who sympathized with the Texas liberals, but, preoccupied 

with other priorities, they offered little help. Yarborough 

was the only member of his rump delegation allowed in the 

convention hall after the final decision to seat the censer-

vatives. He was given a gallery pass as a courtesy to a 

United States Senator. 14 

The first order of business on the convention floor 

was a resolution calling for adoption of the Hughes Com-

mission recommendation to abolish the unit rule. A minority 

report opposing that position was offered and failed by 

voice vote. The unit rule was officially banned from 

12 Ibid., 356. 

13 Ibid. 

14Ralph Yarborough, interview; Reston, Jr., 351-356; 
Crotty, 12; 
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convention proceedings, but Connally defiantly continued 

to impose it on his delegation. 15 Connally's strength was 

confirmed later that night when the floor officially certi

fied his delegation by a vote of 1,365 to 955. Through 

cooperation with Chicago Mayor Richard Daley and his dele

gation, Connally was able to influence many of the conven

tion's decisions. 16 

Yet on its last day, the convention routinely created 

the Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection. 

This action by voice vote marked a turning point in the 

Democratic Party. The resulting party reforms caused consid

erable controversy in the Texas party. 

The McGovern-Fraser Commission consisted of twenty-

eight members. The group represented a cross-section of the 

various groups within the party. Membership included party 

officeholders, elected officials, labor representatives, 

and representatives for women, racial minorities, and youth. 

"On the whole, the membership, while skewed heavily toward 

party professionals, had an intrinsic balance and consti

tuted. a fair-minded and generally progressive group," 

according to one scholar. 
17 

1 5 Reston, Jr., 365. 

16 rbid., 364. 

17crotty, 31-32. 
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One of the members of the commission was Will Davis, 

a long-time supporter of Governor Connally. Davis, as a 

reward from Connally, was appointed state chairman of the 

Texas Democratic Party. Davis reflected the interests of 

the Texas conservative establishment. At the initial meeting 

of the McGovern-Fraser Commission, he raised the first of 

many pragmatic dissents. Anne Wexler, a commission consult-

ant, mentioned in passing that the reform body had the 

authority to mandate to the state parties any decisions 

under its jurisdiction. Davis objected, stating that the 

commission could recommend whatever it wished, but 

••• it won't make much difference when it 
comes up against a state party or a state leg
islature. There are plenty of conservative Demo
crats, who control the legislatures •.• and 
they are not going to stand 1 ~n line like sheep 
to pass reform legislation. 

Davis continued throughout the commission's proceedings 

to raise pragmatic objections to proposals and became an 

outspoken critic of the ultimate reform package. 

Davis' chief objections came over the issue of proper-

tionality. He was adamantly opposed to any language that 

hinted at the possibility of mandatory quotas to achieve 

proportional balance in terms of race, sex, or age. McGovern 

and others on the commission viewed the quota idea as a 

means to encourage, rather than mandate, the participation 

18 Shafer, 89-90. 
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of women, racial minorities, and youth. But Davis, sup-

ported by two academicians, Austin Ranney and Samuel Beer, 

rejected any suggestions of quotas. If there was to be 

any talk of proportional representation in delegate selec-

tion, they insisted, it should be only on the basis of 

political views. 19 

This conservative viewpoint did not prevail. The final 

proposal drafted language that "required" rather than sug-

gested "all feasible efforts" to achieve proportionality 

in selection of race, sex, and age. At the end of the 

November 1969 meeting, when the commission completed its 

eighteen recommendations, Will Davis admonished the members 

of the commission that they had "gone too far." He contended 

that the reforms "[may be] so radical and extreme that 

they will never be adopted." 20 

Davis was wrong. Although some members were reluctant 

to approve the commission's recommendations, the Democratic 

1 . ( ) d t d th . l 21 Th Nationa Comm1ttee DNC a op e em unan1mous y. e 

next step in the process was to bring the state parties 

into compliance. Ironically, the man initially appointed 

to achieve compliance in Texas was Will Davis, the commis-

sion's most outspoken dissenter. 

1 9 Crotty, 64. 

20 Ibid., 68. 

21 o'Brien, 289-292. 
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Elmer c. Baum, the state party chairman appointed 

by Governor Preston Smith, was even more adamant than Davis 

in his dislike for party reform. In September 1969, he 

wrote in a letter to George McGovern that the Texas SDEC 

was perfectly happy with its current situation and had 

no intentions of implementing change. DNC Chairman Larry 

O'Brien, however, eventually persuaded Baum to create a 

state commission to bring Texas in compliance with the 

new guidelines. The Committee to Study the Guidelines on 

Party Structure and Delegate Selection--Texas was created. 

But the creation of the committee was Baum's only conces

sion to the national reformers. To their dismay, Baum ap

pointed Will Davis to the chairmanship. Davis set about 

his task, intending to implement only the minimal steps 

necessary to satisfy national guidelines. 22 

On January 18, 1971, Davis presented a report to the 

SDEC which proposed five legislative changes to meet na

tional standards and promised additional proposals at a 

later date. But the next day, SDEC concern over reform 

came to a halt. The "Sharpstown Scandal" exploded in the 

press on January 19, inauguration day for Governor Preston 

Smith's second term. 23 

22shafer, 499-500. 

23 Ibid., 500. 
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The incident involved Frank Sharp, an entrepreneur, 

who sold inflated insurance stock, financed through 

unsecured loans in his Sharpstown State Bank. He used his 

influence to persuade the legislature to pass a law creating 

a private insurance company for state bank deposits. The 

bill, if enacted, would shield Sharp from investigations 

by federal agencies, such as the Securities and Exchange 

Commission and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

But, unfortunately for Sharp, and other key political fig

ures, Governor Smith vetoed the legislation. 24 Elmer Baum 

was one of the key figures implicated in the subsequent 

federal investigation. The state chairman was now preoc-

cupied with legal matters relating to the Sharpstown affair, 

but he was not inclined to resign his post while his name 

was the subject of controversy. Nor was he inclined to 

reconvene the SDEC for any reason, much less to address 

reform issues. The state party was thus rendered ineffective 

for a period of nine months, from January 19 to October 7. 25 

The inactivity of the SDEC proved an advantage for 

pro-reform Democrats. During the period, they actively 

24 Preston Smith, interview with author, 2 February 
1990. Governor Smith has denied throughout his life any 
personal involvement in the Sharpstown affair. Although 
he experienced negative political ramifications from the 
incident, he was never formally charged with any illegal 
involvement in the matter. 

25 shafer, 501; Preston Smith, interview with author. 
The former governor believes that Baum was a victim of 
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pursued their goals. Carrin Patman, the Texas DNC committee-

woman appointed by Preston Smith, decided to use a legis-

lative approach to bring Texas Democrats into compliance 

with the national guidelines. Smith had awarded Patman 

the DNC position as a reward for her effective efforts 

and support during his previous political campaign. 26 She 

was no stranger to the political process. She was the wife 

of a Texas state legislator, Bill Patman, and the daughter-

in-law of Wright Patman, an influential member in the United 

States House of Representatives. She also enjoyed recogni-

tion as a prominent activist in state party affairs. 

Patman lobbied the Texas legislature to pass a state 

law mandating the development of a state party constitution, 

thus forcing the SDEC to act. She believed the measure 

to be the first important step in checking conservative 

party control and effecting "authentic reform." Her strat-

egy was to convince legislators that the proposed legis-

lation would restore lost public confidence in the politi-

27 
cal system resulting from the Sharpstown scandal. 

Patman's legisla~ive strategy was only partially suc

cessful. The bill was one step away from the governor's 

circumstances and had no intentions of wrongdoing in the 
Sharpstown affair. 

26 Preston Smith, interview with author. 

27 Shafer, 501. Patman interview with Shafer. 
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desk, subject also to approval by a joint conference commit-

tee of the legislature and senate. But at this point the 

reform opponents realized the possible impact of the propos-

als and responded with restraining amendments. The original 

legislation would have required statutory compliance of the 

McGovern-Fraser guidelines in state party rules. Opposition 

by conservative Democratic and Republican legislators and 

other lobbyists resulted in a watered-down mandate to the 

state party. The final version required the SDEC to create 

written party rules, but did not specify the national guide

lines to be included. 28 

Patman alleged that Governor Smith "put the heat on" 

and used his influence to kill the original legislation. 

Smith, presumably after listening on an intercom to the 

joint legislative committee, sent word to Will Davis, who 

was already lobbying against the measure, and Lieutenant 

Governor Ben Barnes to oppose it. 29 Years later, Smith 

denied such a role. He sympathized with the conservatives, 

but he did not wish to offend reformers who had supported 

him in past elections. Wherever he stood on the party reform 

issue, Smith wanted to give the appearance of neutrality.
30 

28 rbid. 

29 rbid., 502. Patman interview with Shafer. 

30Preston Smith, interview with author. 
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At the the same time that Patman was lobbying for a 

legislative solution, SDEC Chairman Baum was under pres

sure from both state and national party reformers to create 

another reform body to speed Texas compliance. The commis

sion headed by Will Davis was predictably slow in organiz

ing, and it accomplished little towards party reform. DNC 

Chairman Lawrence O'Brien persuaded Baum to form a new body. 

Baum was not yet prepared to reconvene the SDEC, but he did 

have the authority to appoint a study group without the 

31 approval of SDEC members. 

The state chairman responded by appointing ten SDEC 

members to a new Rules Committee. The creation of this 

group proved to be a turning point for Texas reformers. 

Most of the members on the committee expressed an interest 

in party reform, and the new committee was more interested 

in taking some sort of action than the earlier Davis group. 

On August 7, 1971, the members assembled, discussed alter

natives, and proposed a draft recommending proposals for 

writing party rules that would be acceptable to the Demo

cratic National Committee. The Rules Committee chairman, 

William R. Anderson, Jr., of Corpus Christi, prepared the 

draft and presented copies to the committee and other 

interested parties, including Will Davis and Carrin 

31 shafer, 502 
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Patman.
32 

The action marked the first real step toward 

compliance. 

At this point, Davis disavowed all interest in the 

matter. Since his resignation as SDEC chairman, Davis had 

lost contact with many of its members and his influence 

with that body eroded. Patman, although an ex-officio mem

ber of the new committee, was the group's most active par

ticipant. Upon receipt of the Anderson draft, the DNC com

mitteewoman assembled her own group and proposed extensive 

revisions to strenghten the committee's proposals. 33 But 

while the reformers were gaining momentum toward change, 

the party leadership was still controlled by conservatives 

opposed to the new national guidelines. 

On October 7, 1971, bowing to pressures resulting 

from his involvement in the Sharpstown incident, Elmer 

c. Baum resigned his post as SDEC chairman. 34 With no 

official leadership in an already inactive and ineffective 

party governing body, the stage was set for an intra-party 

fight between reformers and non-reformers for party control. 

The controversy might have been avoided with the 

governor's appointment of a new chairman. Moreover, Smith 

declined to appoint Baum's successor and professed a lack 

32 Ibid. 

33 rbid. 

34 rbid.; Preston Smith, interview with author. 
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of inte~est. Smith was also preoccupied with the effects 

of Sharpstown on his own administration and was interested 

in building a nonpartisan image in state party affairs. 

He perceived himself as "the governor of all the people, II 

and clung to this self-image some twenty years later. 35 

Since Smith would not appoint a new chairman, the 

SDEC was responsibile for electing its own chairman. Party 

regulars proposed the promotion of committeeman Roy L. 

Orr of Dallas. Dissenting members put into nomination John 

c. White, Texas Commissioner of Agriculture for twenty-two 

years. 

Orr was already an outspoken opponent of the McGovern-

Fraser reforms. He had rejected even Davis' marginal pro-

posals for minimal compliance. His hard-line stance at-

tracted party regulars on the committee to rally to his 

support for the chairmanship. White supporters were more 

diverse, comprising not only reformers but also supporters 

loyal to Governor Smith, who reportedly supported the 

agriculture commissioner. 36 Orr was elected to the post 

35smith said, "I wanted to be the governor of all 
the people, not just the conservatives. If I wanted to 
be just the governor of the conservatives, I sure as hell 
wouldn't have appointed Carrin Patman (as DNC committee
woman)." Preston Smith, interview with author. 

36shafer, 503-504; Richard Morehead, "Democrats Drop 
Orr for Johnson," Dallas Morning News, 14 June 1972, 1A. 
Contrary to evidence supporting the governor's endorsement 
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by a narrow margin of thirty-two to thirty-one. Reformer's 

efforts to elect White, however, did result in establishing 

a well-organized political base that Reformers could use 

to bring about the reforms they wanted. But with Orr in 

control of the party machinery, the battle lines between 

liberal and conservative Democrats were clearly drawn. 

Orr's initial strategy was similar to that of Will 

Davis; the new chairman did nothing. In the meantime, 

Patman's group pushed forward with their own plan and 

forwarded a draft to Orr on November 11 for consideration 

by the SDEC Rules Committee. Orr responded by appointing 

twelve more members to its committee. Orr appointees had 

instructions to reject the Patman-Anderson plan and to 

37 cancel a forthcoming public hearing on the proposals. 

With the Rules Committee packed with anti-reform Orr 

supporters, Patman was obliged to turn to the national 

commission for assistance. She presented her reform pack-

age to the national Party Structure (Fraser) Commission 

for analysis, specifically asking for explicit endorse-

ment of her proposals. The commission replied to Patman 

with eight recommendations of change. Four of the changes 

were procedural or relatively minor, but the other half 

of White for SDEC chairman, Smith catagorically denied 
supporting anyone for the post. Preston Smith, interview 
with author. 

37shafer, 504 
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mandated proportional representation at all levels of the 

nominating process, from the precinct through the state 

levels. 38 

Proportionality was the one aspect of the McGovern 

reforms to which Texas opponents were most opposed. Real-

izing the situation, Patman modified the national changes 

to make her proposal more acceptable to both state and 

national party officials. On December 1, Patman received 

a letter of compliance from Congressman Donald Fraser, 

Chairman of the Party Structure Commission. She leaked 

the letter to the press, representing it as an endorse-

39 ment of the Patman-Anderson reform package. 

Fraser's "endorsement" of Patman's plan by the na-

tional party did not insure acceptance or even implemen-

tation in Texas, but her press announcement meant that 

Orr could no longer ignore the reform issue. The chairman 

rescheduled the canceled public hearing of the SDEC for 

January 12, 1972, in Austin, Texas. The hearing entertained 

testimony of the original Anderson draft, ignoring Patman's 

modifications. Will Davis now returned to the scene to 

give the lengthiest testimony, offering amendments designed 

to weaken the effects of the proposed Anderson rules. The 

reformers, alarmed by the development, targeted the next 

38 rbid. I 505-506. 

39 rbid. 
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SDEC Rules Committee meeting on January 28 to achieve at 

least preliminary compliance. Final action was scheduled 

for the March meeting. 40 

The conservatives were also preparing. Before the 

hearing, Orr and committeeman John s. Brunson traveled 

to Washington. Orr went to consult with the Texas Congres

sional delegation, while Brunson consulted with officials 

of the Party Structure Commission. Brunson concluded, on 

the basis of his talks, that the Patman-Anderson rules 

went well beyond the requirements of the national guide

lines. He perceived these reforms as altering not only 

delegate selection procedures but also "the entire com

plexity of the Texas Democratic Party." 41 

Brunson returned to Texas and, along with Robert W. 

"Corky" Smith of Dallas, wrote another reform package. 

In the Brunson rules, there was only minimal compliance 

given to proportionality. Brunson also submitted his ''re

vised rules" to the Fraser Commission, who replied with 

another tenative letter of approval. Fraser admitted that 

the Brunson rules were minimal at best, but they did comply 

with national guidelines. According to Fraser, the Texas 

Democratic Party now possessed two sets of proposals in 

official compliance. Brunson used Fraser's letter of 

40 Ibid., 507. 

41 rbid. Brunson interview with Shafer. 
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compliance, however lukewarm, as justification for a motion 

at the January 28 SDEC meeting substituting his reform 

package for the Anderson rules. The motion passed. 42 

Final approval of the Brunson reform package was slated 

for the March 13 meeting. The SDEC was obliged by a new 

state stature to file its rules with the Texas Secretary 

of State at least one month prior to the May Democratic 

primary, when delegate selection began. Time was running 

out; the committee members had only two weeks from the 

March session to file a final proposal. 

Tentative approval of the Brunson rules notwithstand

ing, the Patman-Anderson group was not yet willing to con

cede. Between the January and March sessions, the reformers 

initiated behind-the-scenes negotiations with leaders of 

the Brunson faction. The reformers pushed for a compromise 

package acceptable to both factions. 

Carrin Patman and Will Davis agreed in private ses

sions on a compromise. Davis accepted Patman's modifica

tions on proportional representation at the precinct level 

and.at the statewide conventions. In return, Patman ceded 

most of the state party arrangements for delegate selection 

to Davis and the conservative party leadership. While these 

private negotiations were taking place, the DNC committee 

woman was pressing state public officials for public 

42 rbid. 507-509. 
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endorsement for her proposals. She received approval from 

Senator Lloyd Benson, Texas Secretary of State Bob Bullock, 

and Governor Preston Smith. 43 The conservative faction, 

represented by Brunson, pressed Donald Fraser and Bob Nel-

son, another national official on the Party Structure Com-

mission, to maintain their endorsement of both plans. Nel-

son, however, was noncommittal towards Brunson and kept 

Patman informed of his conferences with her opposition. 

The day before the SDEC meeting, Anderson and Brunson met 

with SDEC Committeeman and Orr supporter Bob Strauss and 

other SDEC members to agree on a third compromise proposal. 

The next day at the regularly scheduled meeting, they pre-

sented the proposal. The debate over which reform package 

to approve was heated and marked with confusion, but a 

compromise package was ultimately accepted. Formal proper-

tionality was removed, but most delegates to the national 

convention would be selected through senatorial district 

caucuses. Many of the provisions in the Anderson rules 

were accepted with modifications regarding provisions on 

affirmative action, a concession to the conservatives. 

43 rbid., 512; Governor Smith could not recall publicly 
endorsing any reform proposals, but he did not agree that 
only the conservative faction should have exclusive control 
of the party. He said, " ••• we needed the liberals and 
other groups to have a strong (Texas Democratic) party • 

. There was no good reason to exclude them." Preston Smith, 
interview. 
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The final compromise was basically the Brunson plan, but 

included more detailed rules for conducting state party 

affairs than the original. Reformers considered the addition 

f th 1 . t t . 44 o ese ru es an 1mpor an ga1n. 

Anderson was designated.to write the final draft. 

His product, however, was not in the spirit o·f the compro-

mise agreed to with Brunson, who accused Anderson of pre-

senting a final draft with over thirty differences from the 

proposal accepted by the SDEC on March 13. Despite Brunson 

and Orr's objections, Anderson filed the draft, which was 

essentially his proposals. The draft was signed by five 

other SDEC members who were Anderson supporters and included 

a telegram from Governor Smith endorsing the submitted 

document. 45 

Brunson, Orr and their supporters were upset, but 

with the filing deadline less than a week away, there was 

little they could do but accept the situation. Rather than 

protest Anderson's actions, they decided to drop the matter 

in the interest of party unity. Orr commented, "We didn't 

want the bad publicity. We didn't want to destroy the party, 

its unity ••. (but) What should have been filed was what 

44 Shafer, 512. 

45 rbid., 512-513. 
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was in the minutes of the March meeting." 46 Brunson con-

curred, " ••• we decided the smart thing would be to forget 

't .. 47 1 • 

The conservative faction may have been outmaneuvered 

on the reform issue, but they did not lose control of the 

party machinery. The conservatives and moderates of the 

party won nominations in the primaries. Dolph Briscoe, a 

conservative-moderate, defeated liberal candidate Frances 

"Sissy" Farenthold in the governor's race in the June 4 

run-off by a margin of 212,000 votes. Ralph Yarborough, 

dubbed the "leading light.of Texas liberalism" by some 
. 

journalists, was also defeated in the same run-off election 

by Dallas Attorney Barefoot Sanders by a slimmer margin 

of 77,000 votes. 48 

Briscoe consolidated his power as titular head of 

the state party by forging an alliance designed to give 

him leadership over Texas Democrats in the presidential 

th t ' 1 t. . M. . 49 
selection process at e na 1ona conven 1on 1n 1am1. 

He presented a compromise slate of convention officers 

46 rbid., 515, Orr interview with Shafer. 

47 rbid., Brunson interview with Shafer. 

48 stewart Davis, "Liberals Losers: Conservatives, 
Moderates Triumph," Dallas Morning News, 5 June 1972, 1A. 
Preston Smith had been soundly defeated for re-election 
in the May primary. 

49Richard Morehead, "Briscoe Forges Alliance to Control 
Party," Dallas Morning News, 9 June 1972, SA. 
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for the state convention, designating both liberals and 

conservatives. Roy Orr was named as vice-chairman of the 

convention, but would keep his position as state party 

chairman. Calvin Guest, a moderate Democrat and supporter 

of Briscoe, was designated as convention chairman. Briscoe 

included two minority members in the convention leadership. 

Eva Lockridge, widow of black legislator Joe Lockridge 

of Dallas, was given the post of parliamentarian. Richard 

Moya, a hispanic party activist from Austin was nominated 

50 sergeant-at-arms. 

Briscoe also named new people to represent Texas on 

the Democratic National Committee. Jess Hay of Dallas re-

placed Robert Strauss as committeeman; Jane Blumberg of 

Seguin replaced Committeewoman Carrin Patman. Strauss ac-

cepted Briscoe's replacement gracefully, saying he was 

"glad to be getting out." Patman, who was campaigning to 

retain her position on the DNC, conceded that the nominee 

for governor had the preogative to replace her, but ex-

pressed her disappointment that the SDEC did not have the 

51 
option to elect the DNC members. 

50 sam Kinch, Jr., "Clean Sweep Predicted: Dolph Uses 
New Broom to Clean Out Leadership," Dallas Morning News, 
13 June 1972, 22A. Ms. Lockridge replaced black Houston 
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan, who could not attend due 
to the death of her father. 

51 Ibid. 
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Briscoe pledged in an address to the SDEC to have 

II • the most peaceful Democratic convention • in 

years," and to send a national delegation to Miami that "is 

truly representative" of Texas Democrats. Briscoe wanted a 

delegation that would not be challenged. 52 Skeptical at 

first, McGovern supporters prepared for the worse. While 

there were no immediate plans for a walk-out, a small group 

of liberals took initative and rented a separate hall for 

a rump convention to provide for the possibility. 53 

Liberal skepticism was unfounded. Brisoe's desire 

for a peaceful convention was realized. His supporters 

worked behind the scenes to forge compromises that produced 

the most "harmonious state convention in modern history." 54 

But not all of Briscoe's plans were realized. Roy Orr was 

challenged for the vice-chairmanship by Mrs. Eddie Bernice 

Johnson, a newly elected black legislator from Dallas. 

Orr was defeated for the post on the convention floor by 

a vote of 2,125 to 1,795. Orr accepted defeat gracefully, 

proclaiming the delegates action proved the convention 

to be "fair and open." 55 

52 Ibid. 

53 "Liberals Anticipate Rump at Convention," Dallas 
Morning News, 13 June 1972, 22A. 

54 sam Kinch, Jr., "Democrats Tired, Happy: Something 
for Everybody," Dallas Morning News, 15 June 1972, 18A. 

55 "Democrats Drop Orr for Johnson," Dallas Morning 
News. Mrs. Johnson's election in the June run-off marked 
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The Nominations Committee worked diligently until 

three o'clock in the morning to ~nsure that the national 

delegation met the new national standards, which required 

that delegation be proportioned according to its state's 

population and voting strength in the Texas Democratic 

Party. The results were mixed but not enough. Of the 130 

delegates allotted to the state, twenty-nine were under 

age thirty, thirty-nine were female, twelve were black, 

and eighteen were Mexican-American. Despite their efforts 

to achieve a balance, however, the delegation fell slightly 

short of the McGovern-Fraser Commission goals. The Texas 

delegation fell ten short of being balanced according to 

age, five short of having a one-third female delegation, 

f h t f bl k d f . h t f M . A . 56 
our s or o ac s, an 1ve s or o ex1can- mer1cans. 

The committee was somewhat more successful in balancing 

the delegation according to presidential preference. Of 

the 130 delegates, forty-two were pledged to George Wallace, 

thirty-four to George McGovern, twenty-one to Hubert 

Humphrey, and thirty-three were uncommitted. According 

to the percentage of votes cast in the primary, the Humphrey 

delegation had exactly the number of delegates it was 

the first time a black woman had ever been elected to the 
Texas State Legislature. She had no Republican opposition. 

56 Dave McNeely, "Democrats Show 'Balancing Act,'" 
Dallas Morning News, 15 June 1952, 18A. 
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supposed to have, but the whole delegation fell short one 

Wallace delegate, two McGovern delegates, and had four 

57 too many uncommitted delegates. The deficiencies notwith-

standing, everyone concerned was satisfied that the commit-

tee had pursued "all feasible efforts" to achieve an equi-

table balance. 

The McGovern reforms were established in the Texas 

Democratic Party, but contrary to liberal hopes and 

establishment fears, the conservatives remained in control 

of the party leadership. The reforms marked a new era in 

Texas politics, heralding changes that would have both 

positive and negative effects on the Texas Democratic Party. 

The debate on reform, however, was not quite over. Modifi-

cations in the new rules would be made in an effort to 

correct the perceived problems. 

57 rbid., 81 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEMOCRATS MODIFY THE REFORMS, 1974-1988 

The McGovern-Fraser reforms curtailed the influence 

of party regulars and professionals during the 1972 Demo-

cratic state and national conventions. The debate over 

reform, however, did not end. Opposition to the McGovern-

Fraser system led to counter-reforms that modified some 

of the new proposals and resulted in a comeback for the 

establishment Democrats. A series of commissions was 

appointed between 1972 and 1988 to modify the new rules 

and repair perceived damage to the Democrat's national 

political influence. 

Established party regulars, fearful of diminished 

influence in the party's decision-making process, mounted 

a campaign against future reforms and advocated that "no 

action on the proposed party reform charter be taken during 

h (1972 t . t' 1) t' " 1 T k t e Democra 1c Na 1ona conven 1on. wo wee s 

before the convention, a caucus of Democrats in the House 

of Representatives voted 105 to 50 to support this position, 

calling for "further investigation and study" of the 

1Majorie Hunter, "Established Regulars Oppose Reforms," 
The New York Times, 11 July 1972, 22. 
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2 changes. The party regulars and established politicians 

were worried over additional modifications of the rules 

proposed by the convention's reformer-dominated rules com-

mittee. The regulars perceived the committee's proposals 

as going "far beyond the original proposed party platform." 3 

George McGovern, Donald Fraser, and other reformers 

successfully averted a potentially divisive floor fight 

in 1972 by effecting a compromise proposal acceptable to 

both party regulars and reformers. A final decision on 

a reform charter was delayed until 1974. A national party 

conference was to be held that year to ratify the final 

package. The Democratic National Committee (DNC) would 

determine the number of delegates and their method of 

selection to the 1974 conference. To insure fair repre-

sentation, the DNC would stipulate two-thirds of the dele-

gates to be elected locally, with "no more than one-sixth 

of all delegates serving solely because they are elected 

public officials." 4 Adoption of the charter was subject 

to approval by the delegates at the regular 1976 conven-

t . 5 1.on. 

2Ibid. 

3rbid. 

4Majorie Hunter, "Reform Compromise Averts Floor 
Battle," The New York Times, 13 July 1972, 22. 

5 rbid. 
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Another consequence of the compromise was the enlarge

ment of the DNC from 110 to 303 members. The new members 

would be elected by delegates at state conventions. The 

number of members allotted to each state was determined 

on the basis of population and Democratic voting strength. 

Twenty-five members were to be elected at-large to reflect 

representation of grassroots membership. All state chairmen, 

the highest ranking party official of the opposite sex, 

three governors, and four Congressional members were in-

eluded. Since some of the 303 members were to have half

votes, the voting strength of the new national party govern

ing body would be 237. 6 

Support for a commission to review the reforms in

creased after McGovern's devastating defeat in the November 

1972 Presidential election. A new Party Structure Commission 

was created to study the proposals and offer additional 

recommendations to the DNC and the 1974 party conference 

delegates. The new commission became known as the Mikulski 

Commission, after its chairperson, Barbara Mikulski, a 

member of the city .council in Baltimore, Maryland, and 

an activist in national party affairs. Jean Westwood, the 

new DNC chairperson, appointed the commission. The member

ship satisfied the mandate of the Rules Committee compromise 
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requiring adequate representation of all elements within 

the party. 7 

The Mikulski Commission was relatively short-lived. 

It began work in April 1973 and completed the final 

proposals on October 27, 1973. 8 Recommendations dealt 

primarily with the issue of proportionality. Mikulski's 

group rejected the concept of quotas as a requirement for 

delegate selection, except for a requirement for state 

delegations to have a fifty-fifty ratio of men and women. 

The commission did however recommend that "affirmative 

action" programs be implemented in the state parties to 

9 encourage wider participation of minorities and youth. 

The Mikulski Commission also introduced a requirement 

of a ten per cent base of delegate preference for any given 

presidential candidate to qualify for delegate representa-

tion. The DNC later raised the minimum base to fifteen 

per cent. States that elected delegates in direct primaries 

were exempt from the rule. This compromise concession 

generated controversy because it provided those states 

a way to legally avoid proportionality. The direct-primary 

7crotty, 231. Westwood originally appointed sixty 
members to the Mikulski Commission, but after complaints 
from conservative party officials that the body was 
overrepresented by reform liberals, the DNC increased the 
membership to eighty-one. 

8crotty, 232-233; Arden, 6. 

9Arden, 6; Crotty, 235-236. 
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election of delegates thus became known as "loop-hole" 

primaries. Its critics charged that this system of delegate 

selection amounted to a "winner-take-all" primary since 

voters in those states were more likely to vote only for 

those delegates who favored a certain candidate. 10 

Some of the more stringent McGovern-Fraser guidelines 

underwent considerable modification. The ban on proxy vot

ing was modified. No one could hold more than three proxy 

votes, which were allowed only if an individual actually 

attended a meeting and then chose to leave. The limit on 

ex-officio delegates to national conventions chosen by 

state party committee was raised from ten per cent to 

twenty-five per cent. Presidential candidates were given 

the authority to approve or reject any individual as a 

national convention delegate. That recommendation shifted 

the final authority for delegate approval from the state 

party to the candidate's campaign organization. 11 In terms 

of participation and influence, the Mikulski Commission 

offered more flexibility to party regulars than the 

McGovern-Fraser guidelines. 

At the same time the Mikulski Commission was reviewing 

reforms, the Democratic Party was effectively "nationalized 

because of efforts of the Charter Commission, authorized 

1 0 Arden, 6. 

11 Ibid. , 7. 
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at the 1972 national convention. The Charter Commission, 

also known as the Sanford Commission, had the task of 

drafting a national party constitution, for presentation 

in the 1974 mid-term convention, that standardized party 

rules and procedures on all levels of party organization. 

The 164-member Charter Commission was chaired by North 

Carolina Governor Terry Sanford, a party regular and 

conservative who was acceptable to all elements within 

the party. The Sanford Commission also had the task of 

selecting delegates to the 1974 mid-term convention, man

dated by the Rules Committee at the 1972 convention. Their 

primary assignment, however, was to produce a national 

party constitution acceptable to most party groups at the 

1974 meeting. 

The Sanford Commission's decisions on delegates bene

fited party regulars. Ex-officio delegates were re-instated 

for the 1974 mid-term meeting. Three hundred thirty-seven 

of the 2,035 seats were specifically reserved for Governors, 

Senators, and Congressmen. Delegate selection procedures 

were left to the discretion of the individual state parties. 

The Sanford Commission also created a special committee, 

composed of members selected from the Mikulski and Sanford 

Commissions, to make final decisions on delegation chal

lenges. No challenges could be appealed on the convention 

floor. Furthermore, the Sanford Commission did not require 
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compliance with the McGovern-Fraser or Mikulski reform 
. 12 

rules. 

The Sanford preamble called for the Democratic Party 

to "establish standards and rules of procedure • . • to 

afford all members full, timely and equal opportunities 

to participate in decisions, concerning candidates, party 

policy, and the conduct of party affairs without prejudice 

• . • to promote fair campaign practice and the fair 

adjudication of disputes." 13 State laws and party rules 

were recognized only when they did not conflict with 

national party rules. Next, the Sanford Commission proposed 

the creation of a Judicial Council to arbitrate party 

disputes using party rules and the proposed charter as 

a legal base for decisions. A National Education and 

Training Council was also advocated. Overall, the Sanford 

document contained broad language, avoiding detailed 

procedures in order to provide flexibility.
14 

At the December 1974 mid-term convention, the McGovern-

Fraser rules, as modified by the 1972 convention and the 

Mikulski Commission, were endorsed and accepted by the 

National Democratic Party. The new national charter further 

extended the membership of the DNC to 350 members. All 

1 2 Crotty, 241. 

13 Ibid., 242. 

14 Ibid., 242-244. 
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Democratic party meetings were to be available to the pub

lic. The Sanford Commission recommendations to include 

a Judicial Council and a National Education and Training 

Council were also included, although the charter offered 

vague language as to its purpose and operational aspects. 

As a concession to reformers, "affirmative action" programs 

were extended to all party affairs. The charter also sane-

tioned future optional mid-term conventions and the DNC 

was given authority to make specific arrangements for such 

t
. 15 mee 1.ngs. 

The Democratic party had changed dramatically since 

1964. One of the most obvious effects of the Democrat's 

efforts at reform since 1964 was the nomination of "non-

establishment" candidates. Senator George McGovern of South 

Dakota won the nomination in 1972. James Earl Carter, a 

former governor of Georgia, captured the nomination and 

won the presidency in 1976. McGovern was liberal, while 

Carter was more moderate in his political philosophy, but 

the two candidates had one thing in common: they were re-

garded by the party regulars as "outsiders." But both candi-

dates were able to use effectively modified delegate selec-

tion systems to gain enough delegates to win first-ballot 

nominations at their respective conventions. 

15 rbid., 249-250. 
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The changes in delegate selection procedures had pro

duced a new breed of delegates. The reforms enabled people 

from all economic and social classes to participate in 

the convention process. Many of these delegates, however, 

were inexperienced in politics. The "amateurs" were often 

prone to idealism rather than the political pragmatism 

of party regulars and professionals. According to one 

scholar, "The ultimate source of the amateur spirit is 

found in the expectations of the followers, not in the 

motives of the leaders." 16 Reconciling the differences 

between the amateurs and the party regulars became a major 

concern for Democrats in the 1980s. 17 

The growth of presidential primaries as a means of 

delegate selection was an unexpected development from the 

reforms. In many states, party officials perceived the 

primary as being inherently more democratic than the party 

caucus. In 1968, there were seventeen states holding pri-

maries. That number increased to twenty-three by 1972 and 

continued to grow. 

Since 1975, there have been two other reform commis-

sions in the Democratic Party formed to address delegate 

selection and other rules procedures. The Commission on 

16James Q. Wilson, The Amateur Democrat: Club Politics 
in Three Cities (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 
1966), 5. 

1 7 Arden, 1 3 4 • 
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the Role and Future of Presidential Primaries (Winograd 

Commission) was formed to examine the growth of primaries 

and to mak d t . 1 8 1 t e any necessary recommen a 10ns. De ega es 
-

at the 1976 Democratic National Convention routinely ap-

proved the Winograd Commission findings and extended its 

tenure, changing its official title to the Commission on 

Presidential Nominations and Party Structure. The convention 

delegates also offered two amendments to the new charter. 

One amendment mandated "specific goals and timetables" 

to be applied to affirmative action programs. The second 

addition to the charter reinforced the "fair reflection" 

language, allowing candidates a number of delegates pro-

portional to the percentage of primary votes received. 

The latter amendment effectively outlawed "winner-take-all" 

II 1 h 1 II • • 
1 9 Th w . d c . . . 1 d d or cop- o e pr1mar1es. e 1nogra omm1ss1on 1nc u e 

these proposals in its final draft. 

The primary season was shortened. All primaries and 

party caucuses are now held between the second Tuesday 

in March and the second Tuesday in June, with exceptions 

granted to the traditional early primary and caucus held 

in New Hampshire and Iowa. The banishment of "winner-take-

20 
all" primaries has also been accepted. 

18 rbid., 10; Crotty, 250. 

1 9 Arden, 1 0- 11 

20 Ibid., 11-12. 
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At the 1980 convention, a new controversy arose over 

a rule that bound delegates to vote on the first ballot 

for the presidential candidate to whom they were committed. 

The problem led to the formation of the Hunt Commission, 

named after its chairman, Governor James B. Hunt of North 

Carolina. The new commission was responsible for undertaking 

"a complete review of the Presidential Nomination Process" 

and making specific recommendations to the DNc. 21 

The Hunt Commission's concern was to return elected 

officials to control of party decision making. It therefore 

recommended that seventy-five per cent of delegates be 

elected through party caucuses or primaries. The remaining 

twenty-five per cent were to be reserved for state party 

officials, governors, legislators, and other elected offi-

cials. These party officials would be appointed by state 

party leaders. The Hunt Commission also reaffirmed a 

Winograd and Mikulski recommendation that only registered 

Democrats be allowed to vote in Democratic primaries. 

Streamlining the nomination process was a major con-

cern. The unprecedented increase in party primaries had 

caused a drain on the party's finances. The main goal of 

the commission was to shorten a lenghty preconvention 

22 season. The commission upheld the Winograd requirement 

21 Ibid., 34-35. 

22
Ibid., 34-36, 39. 
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of a March to June primary season, exempting the tradi

tional early Iowa caucus and New Hampshire primary. 23 

The Winograd and Hunt Commissions marked the return 

of party professional influence to the convention process. 

By the 1980s, the party's fervor for reform had diminished. 

The modifications in the 1972 McGovern-Fraser reforms re-

sulted in parity between party regulars and issue-oriented 

groups interested in "democratization" of the Democratic 

Party. Party regulars and professionals enjoy more political 

control of party affairs than under the 1972 rules, while 

still preserving the integrity of open participation. 

Occasionally debate still arises; during the 1988 

presidential election, the issue of uncommitted "super-

delegates" selected at-large or by nominating committees 

at state conventions drew some controversy. However, there 

has not been sufficient opposition on this issue to change 

the rule; the practice is still in effect. 

23 rbid., 41. 
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CONCLUSION 

While the national party was modifying its rules, 

the Texas party looked on with indifference. It adapted 

changes to suit itself. Party regulars and professionals 

in Texas always maintained their influence and accepted 

some compromises in rule changes which guaranteed open 

participation to all interested individuals and groups. 

The unannounced and "locked-door" precinct conventions 

of the fifties and early sixties are now virtually extinct 

in Texas. The SDEC is required by the rules of the Texas 

Democratic Party to hold a state convention in June of 

even numbered years. State law mandates the state commit-

tee to file the time, date, and place of the convention 

with the Texas Secretary of State no later than fifty-nine 

days before the first primary election. Copies of the notice 

must be sent to all Democratic County and Senatorial Dis-

trict Chairpersons. The state chair must include in this 

notice a copy of the party rules, any supplemental rules 

that apply, and the proposed agenda of the forthcoming 

convention. 1 Dates of the precinct and county conventions 

1"Rules of the Democratic Party of Texas," in Texas 
Democratic Party in Convention: June 17-18, 1988, Houston 
(Houston: American Cities Directories, 1988), 48. 
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are also set by law and timely notice of the precinct and 

conventions must be posted at the polling place on the 

day of the primary election. 

Proportionality in terms of. race, sex, and age have 

also been modified considerably since the 1972 McGovern-

Fraser guidelines. The state party rules state that it 

is "the duty of the State Chair and Party Officers at all 

levels to take affirmative steps to encourage young people, 

women and minorities to seek selection as Delegates .•• so 

that they shall be represented in reasonable relationship 

to their presence in the state." 2 The rules, however, do 

not specifically mandate active encouragement of these 

groups nor define "affirmative steps." But the rules on 

sex are more specific. The rules mandate that at least 

one-third of the delegation at any level "be of the sex 

opposite to that of the rest of the delegation."
3 

The unit rule is now explicitly forbidden in the Texas 

Democratic Party. Each county or senatorial district dele-

gation, however, is entitled to vote its full voting 

strength as long as at least one of its members is present 

4 
to cast the votes. 

2Ibid., 25. 

3rbid., 27. 

4rbid., 25. The rule states, "Each multi-county senate 
district shall vote the full Delegate [sic] strength to 
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Proxy voting, once outlawed by the 1972 reform rules, 

is allowed with modifications set by state statue. Proxies 

are recognized only if there are no delegates present from 

a county. An individual may not use a proxy from more than 

one county.
5 

While proxy voting is not impossible in the 

Texas Democratic Party, the conditions for allowing the 

practice render it difficult for most individual delegates. 

The Texas Democratic Party also prohibits "winner-

take-all" primaries. Delegates to the national convention 

are proportioned according to the percentage of votes cast 

for presidential candidates in the state's primary. The 

party rules forbid automatic ex-officio delegates, but 

elected and party officials are not excluded from delegate 

selection. 6 At least seventy-five per cent of the delegation 

must be elected by state senatorial district caucuses. 

The remaining twenty-five per cent is elected at-large 

by majority vote of the state convention as a whole. The 

at-large delegates are nominated by the convention's Per-

manent Committee to Nominate At-Large Delegates. Nominations 

7 may also be accepted from the floor. The at-large delegates 

which it is entitled ••• no proxies from any county shall 
be recognized so long as there is a Delegate present to 
cast the vote of the county." 

5rbid., 58. 

6rbid., 26. 

7Ibid., 57-58. 
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are usually elected or party officials with enough name 

recognition district- or state-wide to be selected. The 

McGovern-Fraser ban on ex-officio members was thus overcome 

and elected officials and party regulars from Texas continue 

to have ample opportunity for participation and influence 

in party affairs. 

During the 1970s, elected officials displayed little 

interest in party participation other than running for 

re-election. One result of the counter-reforms was the 

return of these politicos to the party decision-making 

process. One Texas elected official and former party offi-

cer made the observation that "the pendulum is swinging 

back towards more participation of office holders.''
8 

Yet the decline of absolute influence of office holders 

in party affairs has enhanced party control of the SDEC 

Chairman. Bob Slagle, state chairman since 1980, has 

experienced only token opposition in his four re-election 

bids at state conventions. Slagle himself is aware of the 

transition of power from the gubernatorial nominee to the 

state party chairman. He said: 

8 

For the first three-quarters of this century 
our party had no programs. Politics and offi
cers were dictated by the Democratic nominee 
for Governor. If our nominee was displeased 
with you or your group, you were purged from 
the State Committee or any position of in
fluence. Only rarely did a Chairman acknowledge 

Garry Mauro, Texas Land Commissioner, interview with 
author, 28 May 1989. 
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the interest of the party itself or that of any 
Democratic candidate or officeholder other than 
the Governor. · 

In the 1980s .•• Policies are set by the Demo
cratic Sta~e Convention and the Democratic State 
Committee. 

There are, however, many Democrats who view the rule 

changes as detrimental to the party's electoral prospects. 

These detractors believe the reforms gave a "too-liberal" 

image to the party. One old-line politician blamed the 

reforms for the failure of Texas Democrats to maintain 

control of the Governor's office. Former Governor Preston 

Smith observed, "If the McGovern reforms had not been 

passed, we wouldn't have a Republican Governor today." 10 

This opinion is reflective of many, especially traditional-

minded, conservative to moderate Democrats. 

Initially, party reform was begrudgingly accepted 

by the Texas Democratic Party establishment. Indeed, the 

SDEC never approved the national guidelines as originally 

proposed. The McGovern-Fraser reform package went into 

effect, not through acceptance from party leaders, but 

through the eleventh hour filing of the "wrong rules." 

But once the reforms were in place, the conservative-

moderate party leadership found that the new party proce-

dures were not necessarily as dangerous as they appeared. 

9sob Slagle, campaign letter, 8 March 1990. 

10Preston Smith, interview with author. 
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In 1972, the majority of Texas delegates supported George 

Wallace for president, but in every national convention 

since then, Texas delegates have supported all winning 

nominees. The Texas conventions have thus stayed in the 

mainstream of the national party. 

The rules were modified and streamlined. Party pro

fessionals maintained their influence while participation 

by elected officials declined, although their absence was 

due more to apathy than to the reforms. The State Chair 

and the SDEC now possess the power within the state party. 

The State Committee and its officers are no longer hand

picked by the Democratic nominee for Governor, but are 

elected through delegates at the State Convention. The 

members of the SDEC thus represent a larger constituency 

than the era before the reforms. 

Delegate selection is more open than before 1972. 

The reforms offered the opportunity for many new individu

als to become delegates who would have otherwise been ex

cluded. Once the process of delegate selection is under- · 

stood, it is relatively simple to be elected to the state 

conventions, although the process for reaching the national 

level is slightly more complicated. At that level, there 

is usually more competition for delegate seats and success 

often depends on the number of seats allotted to the presi

dential candidate whom the delegate is supporting. 
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Another consequence of reform is the rise of special

interest groups in the convention process. A host of cau-

cuses representing various ethnic, professional, and politi-

cal and social philosophies are held at each state conven-

t . 11 Th 1on. ese groups meet to discuss their priorities and 

to discuss strategy in obtaining their goals on the conven-

tion floor. 

The most obvious changes are the rules themselves. 

Before 1972, there were no written rules in the Texas 

Democratic Party. Decisions of procedural matters were 

made by a small elite who interpreted the precedents to 

suit their particular interests. The new written rules 

provided all party members a standard set of procedures 

to follow. The presence of such written party rules helped 

to make the Texas Democratic Party more democratic. 

Whether the reforms were a detriment to Texas Democrats 

in terms of electoral success is hard to determine. The 

rise of the Texas Republican Party in recent years is 

probably due to a combination of several other factors 

that overshadow the reforms. Party rules define the pro-

cedures on how candidates and policies will be chosen. 

When new procedures make room for new players, however, 

new possibilities also emerge. More time is needed to 

determine the effects. 

11 Texas Democratic Party in Convention, 1988, 35. 
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The Texas Democratic Party remains a viable force 

in Texas politics despite the evolution of a two-party 

system in the state and recent successes of the Republican 

opposition. Texas Democrats still control seven of eight 

top state-wide elected administrative offices and still 

maintain a majority in both houses of the state legisla

tive branch. After the 1988 elections, Texas Democrats 

controlled twenty-five of thirty-one seats in the State 

Senate and ninety-nine of 150 seats in the State House 

of Representatives. A total of 1,767,045 voters cast bal-

lots in the 1988 Democratic Presidential Primary as com-

pared to 1,014,956 in the Republican Primary. Texas Demo-

crats control twenty-one of twenty-nine seats in the United 

1 2 States Congress and Senate. After the 1968 elections, 

the Republican Party held only eleven seats in both houses 

of the State Legislature and only four seats in the both 

houses on the U. S. Congress. In that year, only 104,765 

voters cast ballots in the Republican primary for Governor 

as compared to 1,750,652 Democratic voters.
13 

While the 

Republican Party in Texas has reached political parity, 

Texas Democrats are still predominate in Texas politics. 

12 1990-91 Texas Almanac (Austin, Texas: Texas Monthly 
Press, 1989), 359, 371, 378-380. 

1 3 Texas Almanac, 1970-71 (Dallas, Texas: Dallas Morning 
News, 1969), 529, 536-537, 641-643. 
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The McGovern-Fraser and other reform commissions 

rendered the convention process open and consequently 

changed the complexity of the Democratic Party. The 

Democrats are now a nationalized political party rather 

than a confederation of fifty state parties. The Texas 

Democratic Party has been transformed into a political 

group with more potential for control by grassroots ele

ments than by a small elite. 
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